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Namaste, 

Season’s Greetings to All! 

Reflecting on the past few months, I am incredibly proud of the resilience and 

dedication displayed by our students, staff and parents. Together, we have                     

navigated through challenges and celebrated numerous achievements, fostering a 

sense of unity and strength within our school community. 

Our school has always been a place of learning, growth and creativity. The last 

five months have been action packed which have seen academic competitions, 

cultural celebrations, community service projects and many other opportunities 

for our students to grow, learn, and make lasting memories. 
 

The school hosted its debut MUN activity this year, to give students the platform 

to express and articulate their thoughts on making our world a better place. 
 

The musical extravaganza -Ramayan brought the values and morals of a role 

model Ram to the forefront. Encouraging children to deeply understand the value 

of goodness, obedience and humility. Academics which have always been our 

strength have been given ample importance through regular assessments. We are 

committed to implement dynamic teaching methods, integrating technology and 

create opportunities for students to explore their interests and talents. 
 

Thank you for entrusting us with the education and well-being of your children. I 

look forward to a successful and enriching year ahead! 

 

Warm regards, 

Rachna Sharma 
Principal 

FROM THE PRINCIPAL’S DESK 
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BHARAT KI BHAVYATA: THE ENDLESS DISCOVERY 

India's greatness lies in its historical eminence, scientific contributions, cultural diversity, economic        

potential and increasing global influence.  Its journey from an ancient civilization to a modern                 

nation-state is a testament to its resilience and adaptability. 

“BHARAT KI BHAVYATA” quiz presented a unique platform for Sindhi High School, Hebbal to        

showcase its standard among CBSE schools and also for the students to push boundaries, think                

analytically, logically and remain curious all their life while gobbling up all the general knowledge that 

was up for the taking. 

To celebrate the grandeur of our vicennial year, our school hosted “BHARAT KI BHAVYATA”, inter 

school quiz competition.  This quiz competition attracted 87 participants from 18 schools.  The inaugural 

event kicked off on 23rd August 2023 by ceremonial invocation song by school choir, lighting of lamp and 

a cultural ensemble of various dances.  

The chief guest Shri Ramesh P Menon, Regional Officer CBSE shared his academic journey and passion 

for quizzing with students.  He also motivated the young talents to excel and reach the top.  

 After a tight elimination battle, the top 8 teams were shortlisted for the Grand Finale to compete for the 

top slot. The campus was throbbing with excitement as the final participants exhibited nervous energy, 

anxiously waiting to showcase their talent.  The quiz contest covered a wide range of subjects, including 

history, politics, geography, culture, heritage, art, food, fashion, sports, science, technology, business,  

literature, mythology, and current affairs etc.  

The auditorium was filled with an electric atmosphere and when Sindhi High School was declared as    

winner and won the first prize, it exploded with applause.  Jain Heritage School was as the runner up.  It 

was a great opportunity to boost the confidence of the winners and achieve the winner tag for their 

school. 
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The Endless Discovery 
 

A few weeks after winning the Inter house Bharath Ki Bhavyata quiz, I was called upon to participate inter 

school quiz contest. My teammates and I geared up for the quiz. The final day had arrived!  The minutes 

flew by as all of us glanced through our notes for one last time. We answered the questions to the best of 

our abilities. The air was full of suspense and excitement. Before the results could be announced there was 

a tie breaker round for teams with equal score. We listened keenly to the announcements.  Finally, when 

our team had been called out, we were thrilled!  We collected our prizes and returned to our classes to be 

welcomed by our cheering classmates.  The whole quiz had been a grand affair that gave us all an                    

opportunity to dive deep in the cultural richness of our country.  It has made me realize on a deeper level 

the progress and the immense diversity of our nation.  It has reinforced my pride to be an Indian!                           

              -           

                                              Lavanya Dwarakanath Ramadeva 
                                         9 A  

An Enchanting Experience 
 

The air was buzzing with a sense of friendly rivalry as teams prepared to battle it out for the coveted 

title of ‘Bharat ki Bhavyata’. My team’s confidence levels kept unlocking after each round.  While 

the competition was fierce, the quiz also underscored the importance of sportsmanship.  Participants 

exhibited grace under pressure, supporting their teammates and applauding the success of others.  

The event became not just a test of academic knowledge but also a lesson to learn mutual respect. 

The quiz wasn't confined to the participants alone, the audience was actively engaged throughout 

with interactive rounds and audience questions, ensuring that the entire school community became a 

part of the intellectual excitement, creating a shared experience that resonated beyond the confines 

of the auditorium.  I am utterly grateful for having been given this opportunity to represent my 

school and win my first award!  

                     Deeptha R Babu,  

                                                                                                                           8 B  
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MEGA INTERSCHOOL CBSE ART – INTEGRATED COMPETITION 

A mega interschool CBSE art integrated competition was organised by -BANGALORE SAHODAYA 

COMPLEX in collaboration with MY MASTER’S STROKES.  

 Round 1 was an online session – EK BHARAT SHRESTHA BHARAT PROGRAMME.  The topic was 

pairing of KARNATAKA and LADAKH.   Our school selected famous dance forms of both the states 

in 3D format.  For the banner, we focused mainly on the facial features of both the states dances 

along with the scenery of both the states, under the title ‘Little Tibet meets land of sandalwood’ . 

150 schools participated and our school was selected for the 2nd round.  The second round was 

held at St Joseph’s School.  Each team was provided a white umbrella to act a canvas or a    

sculpture.  The main topic was THE ART AND CULTURE OF LADAKH.  The topic that our school 

had chosen was “LADAKH WHERE THE SKY MEETS THE EARTH AND THE HEART MEETS THE 

SOUL”.  The students had a total time of 2 hours and the competition was a great success.  They 

enjoyed and learnt a lot from the creative process.    
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MEGA INTERSCHOOL CBSE ART – INTEGRATED COMPETITION 

BAGGED TOP 15TH POSTION IN BANGALORE SCHOOLS!! 
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ART BASED ENQUIRY, INVESTIGATION, EXPLORATION AND INTEGRATION  

The ‘Art Integrated Competition- 2023’ was an incredible event organized jointly by the Bangalore Saho-

daya and My Master Strokes.  The theme was ‘Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat’, which means ‘One India Excel-

lent India’. For the first time in the history of Bangalore, more than 150 schools participated, including 

Sindhi High School, Hebbal.  This competition had two levels: the online level and the offline level. It 

was divided into two sets: Set 1 consisted of students from 8th and 9th grades who were creative and im-

aginative, while Set 2 consisted of those from 10th and 11th grades.  Our talented group of 20 students, 10 

from Set 1 and 10 from Set 2 worked hard with great zeal and unity to produce wonderful pieces of art.  I 

was glad to be one of the artistic 10 students of Set 1. 

We invested our time, energy, and innovation into creating a beautiful, three-dimensional chart show-

casing the dance forms of Ladakh and Karnataka, two diverse states.  Our first step towards successful 

participation was to plan and organize our tasks.  We had a clear vision of how the chart was supposed to 

look from the top and together, we sketched a rough outline.  Next, it was time to distribute the work 

according to our skills.  Some painted, some drew, while others made the 3D model of the Yakshagana 

Dance of Karnataka and the Cham Dance of Ladakh come to life.  We made the charts of Ladakh and 

Karnataka separately and then, brought the two states together on the final day.  After days of hard work, 

the results of Round 1 were out.  Our hard work had paid off.  It was a pleasure to be one of the 70 

schools selected for Round 2. Both sets of our school made it to the next level.  The journey towards 

Round 2 was neither easy nor was it simple.  It required quick planning, execution and had to be done on 

the spot at the venue.  This time it was to be done on an umbrella and not on a chart.  We kept our ideas 

together and formulated a plan.  Then came the day of the competition, and we were confident with our 

strategy.  We had 3 hours to execute our master plan and complete the challenging task.  The time start-

ed ticking, and we started working.  We got our hands dirty and presented our final masterpiece.  The 

judging began soon after.  Exhausted, we were eager to know our results.  Then the results were an-

nounced “Sindhi High School, Hebbal (SET 1) was one of the Top 15 schools that was to participate in 

Round 2”.  We were overjoyed and celebrated our achievement! Our efforts were rewarded.  It was a mo-

ment of pride to receive the certificates of merit.  We had worked wholeheartedly for 4 months.  I would 

like to conclude by saying that hard work always pays off and it pays off remarkably.  We should always 

focus on our goals, without expecting anything in return. 

 Kavya C Nair  

8 C. 

 

SCHOOL PICNIC, BANNERGHATTA NATIONAL PARK  
 

It is rightly said that a student's heart not only seeks knowledge but yearns for fun and frolic while learning 

through experience of new and exciting things, places and people. The main objective of conducting         

excursions for students is to reinforce experiential and contextual learning.  

The school picnic to Bannerghatta National Park on 19th August, 2023, was an exhilarating adventure for 

Class XI and XII students. 

Students were taken to Ishwar cold storage unit on the way to Bannerghatta.  In this apple preservation unit, 

the children learnt the process involved in apple storing.  

The Safari, at the National Park with its panoramic views, provided them with an immersive experience, 

while the vibrant Butterfly Park left the students in awe of nature's intricate beauty.  Amidst the lush          

greenery of deciduous forests, they marveled at the powerful lions, tigers, and keen-sighted deer, as well as 

the intriguing crocodiles, lazy hippos and agile monkeys. 

 The visit to the zoo further deepened their understanding of wildlife conservation. Sharing laughter and joy 

with friends amidst the serenity of the park made the trip truly unforgettable, leaving them with cherished 

memories that will last a lifetime. 

 
The Memoirs  

On 19th August 2023, Class 11 and 12 went for a field trip.  The first stop was at Ishwar Cold Storage Unit, 
where fruits were stored.  Then there was a presentation about apples.  We were given a tour around the unit 
and shown how fruits were stored.  This experience was one-of-a-kind.  We were informed about various 
ways in which fruits were provided conditions similar to when they were on a tree.  We were very surprised to 
hear that the apples we eat were at least six months old.   
The next visit was to Bannerghatta National Park.  We first went on a safari and saw many animals like lions, 

tigers, bears etc.  It was refreshing to see wild animals in their natural habitats away from city pollution.         

Later we entered the zoo and saw animals like giraffes, wolves, variety of birds.  There was a reptiles section 

as well.  The best part about the trip was that no one had their phones, so it was only physical interaction.  

This gave us a chance to get away from the internet and spend a day with nature.   

The bus rides were extremely fun.   Music was played and everyone was singing and dancing.  We made many 

memories in the bus, that will be cherished.  I am extremely thankful to the principal ma’am, for organising 

this trip.  It was a truly phenomenal and exhilarating learning experience.                                                                                                                                                    

Aadhya M —12 B 
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SANSKRIT DIWAS 
 

 

World Sanskrit Day, also known as Vishva-Samskrita-Dinam, is an annual event focused around the ancient 

Indian language Sanskrit that incorporates lectures about the language and is aimed to promote its revival 

and maintenance.   Our school's Sanskrit day celebration saw enthusiastic participation of many students.  

The program started off with an introduction to the beauty of Sanskrit language.  The speech summarized the 

importance of the language and its uses, its significance in history.  This was followed by an English narration 

of the story of ‘Panini’ the great Sanskrit Grammarian. A skit in Sanskrit was then enacted highlighting the 

beauty of the language, followed by a song, a beautiful carnatic composition in sanskrit.  Finally, the school 

choir group concluded the program by singing a song dedicated to this divine language.        

                                                                   Akhila Vipin Madangarli-10 D 

 
Teachers, the guiding stars 

In the world of education, teachers are like guiding stars.  They illuminate our paths, inspire us to reach new 

heights and help us discover our potential.  Their dedication, passion and unwavering support have enriched 

our school experience in ways beyond measure.  As we celebrate Teacher's Day today, let us take this             

opportunity to thank our teachers for their effort, patience, and the countless hours they have invested in us.  

Let us express our gratitude for their commitment to our growth and for pushing us to become the best           

version of ourselves. 

May your dedication continue to shine and inspire countless others, just as it has touched our lives.  

     Vaibhav Singh —6A 

              

HINDI DIWAS 
 
सितंबर को स ंदी सदवि का उत्सव मनाया गया। छात्ो ंने सिक्षको ंके उसित 

मागगदिगन में सवसिन्न गसतसवसियो ंके िाथ स न्दी सदवि को जोि के िाथ मनाया। 

िाला के छात्ो ं ने ' ह िंदी मेरी प चान' सवषय पर आिाररत एक सविेष ििा में 

िाग सलया। कसवता पाठ, गीत-िंगीत और िाषणो ंने इि सदन को यादगार बनाया। 

अन्य कक्षा गसतसवसियााँ जैिे िाषण, सनबंि लेखन, स ंदी कसवता -पाठ िंत कबीर, 

र ीम और तुलिीदाि जी के दो ो ंका लय-ताल के िाथ गायन सकया गया। मीरा 

के िजन पर छात्ाओं  ने नृत्य प्रसु्तत सकया। स ंदी िाषा के प्रसत उत्सा  जगाने के 

सलए प्रोत्सास त सकया गया सवसिन्न  कक्षाओ ंकी गसतसवसियो ंको स ंदी िाषा में 

िाषण देने, सनबंि सलखने और अन्य गसतसवसियााँ करने के सलए पे्रररत सकया गया। 

छात् को स ंदी िाषा िीखने में मदद करने के सलए स ंदी सदवि िमारो  

गसतसवसियो ंकी योजना बनाई गई और बच्ो ंने इिका िरपूर आनंद सलया। 
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 TEACHERS’ DAY  
 

 To commemorate the birth anniversary of the 2nd President of India Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, who 
was a philosopher and a great teacher, 5th September is celebrated as Teacher’s Day.  His contribution 
towards Indian education is undeniable. 
Teacher’s Day was organised with incredible gusto and zeal.  The warm welcome at the school gate 
with flowers, cards and a tastefully decorated ‘ENTRANCE’ was pleasant surprise for all the teachers. 
Fun filled games were planned which reminded the teachers of their school days and made them feel 
nostalgic.  That was not all, the students had planned many spectacles for the day and showcased many 
a scintillating dance performance, which highlighted the heartwarming relationship between a teacher 
and a student. 
The school auditorium vibrated with this power packed and sensational performances.  The melodious 
songs, the heart throbbing dances and thrilling games made the day a very memorable one for the  
teachers. 
All the teachers applauded the overwhelming zeal and enthusiasm of the students. 
The President Shri Sanjeev Atmaram congratulated the teachers and acknowledged the sincere efforts of 
every teacher for the painstaking effort they put in every day.  However, the role of a teacher goes        
beyond educating children.  It extends to nurturing empathy, resilience, and a passion for lifelong      
learning.  The principal reminded teachers to be mentors, sculpting the next generation of thinkers and 
leaders.  
The day concluded by honouring the teachers who had completed 15 years of service for their valuable 
contribution to the school.  They were felicitated with certificates by members of the management. 
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Teachers’ Day Celebrations  
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     TEACHERS SPORTS   
                 

“Overpower. Overtake. Overcome.” —Serena Williams  

To make the Vicennial year celebrations bigger and more eventful  an INTER – SINDHIAN STAFF 

SPORTS FEST 2023-2024 was organised by Sindhi High School, Hebbal. 

Various games were organized for the staff members of all the institutions.  Many games under       

different categories for teachers were organized.  About 70-80 staff members took part in this event.  

 

The games are as follows: 

 BASKETBALL is a team work that makes the dream work. 

 THROWBALL is a game of attitude that determines altitude. 

 SHUTTLE BADMINTON is an individual game. We just don’t hit 

the birdie; we soar to victory. 

CARROM is a battle of angles and trajectories. 

TENNIKOIT is a game of grasping and quick reactions 

TREASURE HUNT a fun game that makes memories along the way. 

TUG-OF-WAR a game of desires and responsibilities. 

 

“THE MORE DIFFICULT THE VICTORY THE GREATER THE HAPPINESS IN WINNING” 

      Sindhi High School, Hebbal were declared winners/runners in the following categories: 

Winners in Treasure Hunt Game  

Winners in Carrom [Women’s Category]/Runners in Carrom [Men’s Category] 

Winners in Shuttle Badminton Womens Doubles [Below 40 Yrs]  

Runners-up in Shuttle Badminton Womens Doubles [Above 40 Yrs] 

Runners-up in Shuttle Badminton Men’s Doubles [Above 40 Yrs] 

Runners-up in Shuttle Badminton Mixed Doubles [Open Category] 

Runners-up in Basket Ball [Men’s Category] 

Runners-up in Tennikoit [Women’s Category] 

Runners-up in Recreational Game  

11 
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FUN @ FUN WORLD 

A picnic was organised for students of classes 4 to 7 to FUN WORLD on 9th Sep 2023  and 

on 28TH Oct for classes 8 and 9. The school buses, fully packed with students and teachers, 

headed for the amusement park at 9 am.  The students were extremely excited to reach the 

destination and they kept singing songs in the bus till they reached the venue. 

 A welcome drink was given at the entrance.  Students enjoyed the wonderful rides in the 

park that ranged from safe to abundantly thrilling. 

          As the students saw the slides in the water park, they were tremendously thrilled.  

Everyone jumped in the pool with excitement.  In the rain dance, children could not resist 

but to show off their talent.  The wave pool was something the students enjoyed the most.  

Appetizing lunch and refreshments were served.  It was a short but lovely experience that 

engaged students in a world of fun.  
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JANMASHTAMI  
 
To mark the occasion of Janmashtami, our tiny tots were asked to dress up as Lord Krishna or  

Radha. They were narrated a story of Lord Krishna and were explained why this festival is           

celebrated.  

A splendid and colourful performance depicting the birth of Lord Krishna was enacted.  The play 

communicated the message "Celebration is essence  of life, the more you celebrate life, the more 

there is in life to celebrate." 

Children came dressed as Radha and Krishna.  The presentation depicted the varied images of  

life from birth to manhood transporting one to the world of splendour, colour, myth and legend.  

It was a beautiful presentation with joyous melody and twirling dancers.  Flute drawings, mukuts, 

thorans and decorated pots made by the students adorned the classrooms adding to the festive 

mood. 

The celebration ended on a joyous note with 'dahi handi' and some dancing. 
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 ‘SHS MUN’– Model United Nation 
 

‘A great stage to present global concerns through the battle of wits.’  This is what MUN conference is all 

about.  The Model UN trains students to grow into tomorrow’s leaders. It is hoped that the students who 

participate in the MUN will one day make a contribution, small or big to the cause of the world’s               

development. 

The intra-school Sindhian Model United Nations was organized for the first time by the School  Secretariat 

of the MUN Society on 30th and 31st October 2023.  The two day event entailed rigorous debates and       

discussions. 

This year’s conference as customary, lent for a memorable experience, allowing the young  delegates to 

make a case as it were, skillfully and confidently for solutions to international issues.  They were trained by 

an extremely experienced executive board. 

The first day of the Model United Nations commenced with the opening ceremony in the school ground 

during assembly.  Principal, Ms Rachna Sharma, addressed the gathering and motivated the delegates to 

give their best.  The delegates were honoured with badges by the teachers in charge.  Each committee   

discussed significant and relevant social agenda.  The young, energetic delegates were guided and judged 

by our celebrated School alumni Bhagawankripa Mehta as  secretary general and Pranav Shankar as              

undersecretary general. The event had various committees that caught the interest of the participants.   

These included: 

UNHRC-Agenda: Discrimination of whites 

Chair: Falak Singh  

Vice chair: Yatee Shetty 

UNSC Agenda: Russian forces against Ukraine 

Chair- Vikram Amar.            

Vice Chair -Sainyuktha Kavi 

DISEC: Agenda: Militarisation of outer space 

Chair: G.D Pranav L 

Vice Chair: Pranathi K Naik 

UNW-Agenda: Defining abortion and women's safety around MTP-Chair: Vidyaranee N  

Vice chair: Nipun Rai, Nirmitha Shashidhar 

The first day focused upon brainstorming about issues in accordance with specific agendas, whereas the 

second day was about suggesting constructive solutions to the problems raised.  The event culminated 

with the closing ceremony on 31st October.  The Secretariat on behalf of the school thanked the executive 

board members by presenting them with a token of appreciation.  This was followed by the most awaited 

part of the event, the prize distribution ceremony.  The Executive Board announced the results and               

felicitated the winners with a trophy and certificates.   
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The results, committee wise, are as follows:  

UNSC UN Security Council 

1st place: H R Achala 12B – delegate of USA 

2nd place: Aditi Mohan 10B- delegate of Ukraine  

3rd place: Naisha Soni 11A – delegate of Russia  

Special Mention: Hitesh M Rajdev 9C delegate of Japan 

 

DISEC Committee: Disarmament and International Security 

1st place – Sinchana Herle 11B – delegate of Thailand 

2nd place – Vibhav Shankar 9A – delegate of Greece 

3rd place – Shashank Hiriyal 11C – delegate of Cambodia 

Special Mention - Arjav Jain 9D – delegate of Djibouti 

Special Mention – Jiya M Ahuja 10D – delegate of Italy 

 

UNHRC – UN for Refugees Committee  

1st Place – Shrey Nitin – 7A – delegate of Cuba 

2nd Place: Aadhya M 12B - – delegate of India 

3rd Place: Dev Darshan 9D – delegate of Mexico 

Special Mention – Adarsh Hitesh Shah -11C - – delegate of 

United Kingdom  

Vanshika Shah -8A – delegate of Switzerland  

 

UN Woman  

1 st Place Radha Dwarakananth Ramadeva -12 B – delegate of Qatar  

2nd Place Gopoika Kannan – 10 A - – delegate of USA 

3rd Place Anagha Anand – 10 D – delegate of Thailand 

Special Mention: Anushka Sarda -10 C - – delegate of Senegal 

Special Mention: Anam Ahmed 9A – delegate of Pakistan 

The Best Committee Award to UNHRC Falak Singh Jasrotia  
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MALGUDI DAYS- PRIMARY ANNUAL DAY 

        The Primary Annual day celebration held on 23rd September 2023 was a perfect platform for 

our little students of class 1 to 3 to exhibit their skills in front of their parents.  The stage was set on 

fire by our little thespians who performed radiantly depicting the story of Swami of “MALGUDI 

DAYS” in the form of a dance drama.  They recreated the old magical enchanting days of Malgudi 

through their exhuberant talent. 

      The Chief guest Mr.Kiran Manohar, a renowned dancer-choreographer and Founder- CEO of  

‘Dance 7-The Art factory’ praised the tiny ones for their awesome performance. 
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Nodabanni namma Naadina Sobagu 
 
‘In a world where knowledge meets magic, every lesson is an adventure.’  A grand Carnival 

“Carunaada Siri” was organised by the students on 17th Oct 23 to showcase the traditions and rich 

cultural heritage of our state Karnataka.  Various dances and skits pulsated with  scintillating  

music were performed by the students of class 5 to 11 in the GJ Hall.  

In the colourful tableaus representing the 31 districts, the Mysuru ‘Jumboo Savari’ was declared 

the winner.  It was represented by classes 7C, 7D, 8C and 8D.  The procession with the golden 

idol of Chamundeshwari carried on the decorated elephant, dance groups and local music bands 

was a treat to everyone’s eyes.  The guest of honour Mrs Maithreyi Satyadev, Director, Sindhi 

Group of Education institution and Mrs. Rajalakshmi, our retired kannada  co-ordinator            

appreciated the efforts of the entire fraternity of the institution and mentioned that the event 

brought back the memories of the Raj Darbar of Mysuru Kings. 

  An atmosphere of fun and gaiety buzzed the atrium and school ground with various activities           

ranging from fun games to mouthwatering food stalls.  The students had put up various games stalls 

which included dart board, aiming games and one-minute games to name a few.  These were so      

enticing that everybody wanted to try their hand at it.  Creative handicrafts flaunting the artistic      

talents of the students were exhibited and sold.  The food stalls which tingled the taste buds of one 

and all, ruled the roost.  This event provided our students with an amazing opportunity to                

understand what it takes to work as a team, organize and have fun amidst work.  The zest and zeal           

exhibited by our children made this carnival a memorable one! 
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CARUNAADA SIRI 
 

ಕರುನಾಡ ಸಿರಿ ದಿನ ಕಾರ್ಯಕರ ಮವು ಅತ್ಯ ಂತ್ ಮನೋಜ್ಞವಾಗಿ ಮೂಡಿಬಂತು.  ಕನನ ಡ ನಾಡು ಸೊಬಗಿನ 

ಚೆಲುವಿನ ಪ್ರ ಕೃತಿ ಸಂದರ್ಯದ ನೆಲೆಬೋಡು.   ಕನನ ಡ ನಾಡಿನ ಪ್ರ ತಿ ಜಿಲೆೆರ್ ವಿಶೋಷತೆ, ಸಂಸ್ಕ ೃತಿಕ 

ಪ್ರಂಪ್ರೆ,  ನೃತ್ಯ  ಪ್ರ ದರ್ಯನ,ನಾಡಿನ ಉತ್ಕ ೃಷಟ ತೆರ್ನ್ನನ  ಸರುವ ಮಧುರ ಗಿೋತೆಗಳು, ನಾಲಿಗೆ ಸ್ವಿರ್ಲು 

ಸ್ವಿ ರುಚಿಗಳು , ಕರ್ಣಯನಂದ ಗಿೋತ್ ಗಾರ್ನ ಕಣ್ಮ ನ ತ್ಣಿಸುವ ನೃತ್ಯ  ಪ್ರ ದರ್ಯನಗಳು ಎಲೆ್ವೂ ವಣ್ಯ 

ರಂಜಿತ್ವಾಗಿತುು . ಮಕಕ ಳ ಸಧನೆ, ರ್ರ ಮ ಅತ್ಯ ಂತ್ ಸುಂದರವಾಗಿ ಸಕಾರಗಂಡಿತುು  .ಇಂತ್ಹ ಅದ್ಭು ತ್ 

ಕಾರ್ಯಕರ ಮಕ್ಕಕ  ನಾನ್ನ ಮುಖ್ಯ  ಅತಿಥಿಯಾಗಿ ಹೋಗಿ ಆ ಕಾರ್ಯಕರ ಮಕ್ಕಕ  ಸಕಿ್ಷಯಾಗಿದ್ಭು  ನನನ  ಸುಕೃತ್. 

ಈ ನನನ  ಶಾಲೆರ್ಲೆಿ  ಕನನ ಡ ಶಿಕ್ಷಕ್ಷಯಾಗಿ ಕಾರ್ಯನಿವಯಹಿಸಿದ್ಭು  ನನನ  ಪುಣ್ಯ .  ಇದಂದ್ಭ ನನನ  

ನೆನಪಿನಂಗಳದಲೆಿ  ಚಿರಸು ಯಿಯಾಗಿದೆ.                                                                           

                                           ರಾಜಲಕ್ಷ್ಮ ಿ  ಆರ   

                                              ನಿವೃತ್ತ  ಕನ್ನ ಡ ಶಿಕ್ಷಕ್ಷ್ 
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Dussehra!     
 

The Sindhi High School, Hebbal,  radiated joy as we came together to celebrate Dussehra during 

the month of October 2023. The message School of ’the triumph of virtue over the vice’ was well         

conveyed through various special assemblies conducted by primary and the middle school. The 

auspicious occasion inspires not only to be truthful, but also fight for justice, and destroy seeds of 

malice. 

The week saw, Golu, the festive display of dolls and figurines during the autumn festive season, 

particularly around the multiday Navaratri Dussehra, festival.  The royal Mysuru Jamboo Savari 

display stole everyone’s heart.  It was a collaborative activity of the staff and students and the          

exhibits from different parts of our country displayed the varied art and creativity of our nation. 

Truly speaking it was a visual treat for all. 
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ಕನ್ನ ಡ ರಾಜ್ಯ ೋತ್ಸ ವ 
 

ಪ್ರ ತಿ ವಷಯದಂತೆ ಈ ವಷಯವೂ ನಮಮ  ಶಾಲೆರ್ಲೆಿ  ಕನನ ಡ ರಾಜ್ಯ ೋತ್ಸ ವವನ್ನನ  ಆಚರಿಸ್ಲಾಯಿತು.  ಅಂದ್ಭ ತ್ಳಿರು 
ತೋರಣ್ಗಳಿಂದ ಶಾಲೆರ್ ಆವರಣ್ವನ್ನನ  ಸಿಂಗರಿಸ್ಲಾಯಿತು.  ಶಾಲಾ ಪ್ರ ಂಶುಪ್ಲ್ರು ಮತುು  ಉಪ್ ಪ್ರ ಂಶುಪ್ಲ್ರು 
ಧವ ಜಾರೋಹಣ್ ಮಾಡಿ, ತಾಯಿ ಭುವನೆೋರ್ವ ರಿಗೆ ಜ್ಯ ೋತಿ ಬೆಳಗಿಸಿದರು. ನಂತ್ರ ಕನನ ಡ ನಾಡು- ನ್ನಡಿರ್ ಹಿರಿಮೆ- ಗರಿಮೆರ್ನ್ನನ  
ಸರುವಂತ್ಹ ಹಲ್ವಾರು ಸಂಸ್ಕ ೃತಿಕ ಕಾರ್ಯಕರ ಮಗಳನ್ನನ  ಹಮ್ಮಮ ಕೊಳಳ ಲಾಯಿತು. ಮಕಕ ಳು ಸಮೂಹಿಕ ನೃತ್ಯ , ಹಾಡುಗಳು, 

ನಾಟಕ, ಏಕ ಪ್ತಾರ ಭಿನರ್ ಮುಂತಾದ ಕಾರ್ಯಕರ ಮಗಳಲೆಿ  ಭಾಗವಹಿಸಿ ಸ್ಂಭ್ರ ಮ್ಮಸಿದರು. 

 

ವಿದ್ಯಯ ಥಿಯಗಳೆಲೆ್ರೂ ಕನನ ಡ ಭಾಷೆ ಮತುು  ನಾಡಿನ ಸೊಬಗು, ಶಿರ ೋಮಂತಿಕ್ಕ, ಸಂಸ್ಕ ೃತಿಕ ಪ್ರಂಪ್ರೆರ್ ಬಗೆೆ  ಅರಿತು ‘ನಾನ್ನ ಕನನ ಡಿಗ’ 

ಎಂದ್ಭ ಹೆಮೆಮ  ಪ್ಟಟ ರು. ನಾಡ ದೆೋವಿಗೆ ಎಲೆ್ರೂ ಜೈಕಾರ ಹಾಕ್ಷದರು.  ಒಟ್ಟಟ ರೆ ಅಂದ್ಭ ಶಾಲೆರ್ಲೆಿ  ಹಬಬ ದ ವಾತಾವರಣ್ವಿತುು .                      

“ಕನನ ಡವನ್ನನ  ಉಳಿಸೊೋಣ್ ಬೆಳೆಸೊೋಣ್” 

            ‘ಜೈ ಕನಾಯಟಕ ಮಾತೆ’                                                                                                     

DEEPAVALI! 
 

The celebration of Deepavali, ‘The festival of lights’ came alive at Sindhi High School, Hebbal in         

November when the whole school wore a festive look with diyas and lanterns and the atrium hall was 

decorated with bright colors. The rangoli and diya decorations done by students added the perfect set-

ting to the festivity.  The principal addressed the gathering and brought out the essence of the festival 

– a celebration of life and goodness.  Students spoke about the significance of the festival – how good 

always conquered the evil and also about why and how Diwali is celebrated across India. They also 

shared the guidelines on being safe while bursting crackers. The assembly concluded with the Principal  

giving the message of a clean, safe and a bright Deepavali. 
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CHILDREN’S DAY 
 

“Each day of our lives we make deposits in the memory banks of our children.” 

Sindhians celebrated Children’s Day on the 15th (14th being a Sunday) November, 2023, with   festive 

fervour.  The programme began with a special assembly conducted by the teachers.  The programme 

clearly depicted the spirit of the occasion with teachers holding the stage and putting up a               

mesmerising cultural show for the children.  The cultural programme had a series of interesting and 

exciting events, all planned meticulously for complete entertainment.  Teachers of the junior section 

enthralled the audience with their energetic and graceful moves with their traditional dance.  Students 

pulsated with excitement when their teachers presented a ‘Fashion Show’.  The celebratory mood   

continued with an invigorating and foot-tapping ‘Group Dance’ by teachers of primary section.       

Subsequently, a medley of song was presented by a group of teachers in praise of children and      

childhood. Students were elated to see their teachers performing and celebrating the day with zeal 

and enthusiasm.  Our principal addressed the students and encouraged them to dream big and work 

hard.  The vice principals, greeted the children warmly on their special day.  They compared the     

children to beautiful blossoms and motivated them to spread their fragrance everywhere.  Children’s 

Day was marked with grand splendour and fiesta as the school campus buzzed with excitement and 

joy.  It was a day wherein fun and frolic dominated.  The children had come dressed in colourful attire 

and relished their favourite food with their classmates.  The icing on the cake was the chance to      

witness the ‘India   News Zealand Cricket World Cup Semi Final Match’ LIVE on the big screen at 

the school auditorium.  The excitement was unparalleled and the experience of sitting with friends 

and watching the match was equal to watching the match in a stadium.  It was a fun day full of joy and 

laughter for the students. 
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MEATLESS DAY 
 

The day of the year, when Sindhians pledge to refrain from eating meat is the Meatless Day. 25th 

November is observed as International Meatless Day.  While the day may have received attention 

in recent years with the rise of veganism and vegetarian lifestyles, International Meatless Day was 

instituted to mark Sadhu Vaswani Jayanti, the birthday of educationist Sadhu TL Vaswani, a     

proponent of vegetarianism.  During his lifetime, Sadhu Vaswani founded what is now known as 

the Sadhu Vaswani Mission, “a non-sectarian, non-profit organization which believes in the unity 

of all religions and revers the ‘Great Ones of all Faiths.’  The mission seeks to promote the         

philosophy that there is but one life flowing through all things animate and inanimate.                

Recognizing his intent to protect animals and prevent their slaughter, it was proposed by Dada JP 

Vaswani, the former spiritual head of the Sadhu Vaswani Mission that November 25th, Sadhu   

Vaswani's birth anniversary be celebrated as an International Meatless Day.  The Meatless Day 

campaign was initiated to adopt a vegetarian lifestyle and prevent the killing of animals.  

Our school, ensured that the school’s students and staff adhere to this pledge on this day.  It  

started 3 days before the meatless day, when we pledged not to eat meat on the 25th of November.  

We also signed a slip which served as a reminder about the pledge and provided a platform for 

some of us to adopt vegetarianism for our lifetime.  Thus, this day was, is and will continue to be        

recognized and celebrated. 

Akhila Vipin Madangarli 

10 D  

            NATIONAL CONSTITUTION DAY-2023 
 

 ‘National Constitution Day’ was celebrated on 26th November 2023 to commemorate the adoption of 

the Indian Constitution.  To reiterate the values enshrined in the constitution, the students and the 

teaching fraternity joined in the reading of the preamble to the constitution from their respective 

classrooms.  The entire school reaffirmed its commitment to the Indian constitution by taking the 

pledge on the school assembly platform.  The students of the class 7 presented a skit taking us on a 

journey of the framing of the Indian constitution from its history to its present-day form; and its vital 

role in holding India together. 
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New Leadership takes charge at the helm at Sindhi High School, Hebbal 
 
The Sindhi Management committee had new faces  and the promise of a new direction with 

three new members being ushered into office. 

SRI.SATYAN M. CHABRIA, CHAIRMAN 

SRI.AVINASH S. KUKREJA, HON. SECRETARY SRI ANIL JAISINGH HON.TREASURER 

SRI KUNAL A KANDHARI, HON. JT SECRETARY 
23 
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Ramayana – The Tale of Wisdom and Victory 

VICENNIAL YEAR CELEBRATIONS 

Sindhi High School, Hebbal, celebrated its vicennial year by putting up a musical extravaganza 

‘Ramayan –The Tale of Wisdom and Victory’, on 1st and 2nd December 2023.   It was choreographed 

by Dr.Veena Murthy Vijay and her team from Samanvay Dance Company. 

The celebrations began with the Annual Report of the school for the year 2022-23. The musical         

extravaganza commenced with a soul-stirring invocation song by the school choir, setting the tone for 

the evening. The ceremonial lamp lighting is a poignant representation of a radiant whole,                

underscoring the strength that comes from nurturing the flames of curiosity and knowledge. Our  

Principal, Mrs. Rachna Sharma gave the welcome address, welcoming the school management, the  

esteemed invitees and parents.  The President, Shri Sanjeev Atmaram, addressed the gathering with 

inspiring words and his profound insights escalated the day’s joy and celebrations.   

The following students were felicitated for their achievements for the Academic year 2022-23 

* Master Samanyu Gurudas Shet- Best All Rounder in the Junior Category.  He was awarded with ‘A 

Rolling Trophy’, ‘A take home Trophy’, cash prize and a merit certificate. 

* Master Varchas Jasti -The Best All Rounder in the Senior Category.  The school topper securing     

Second Position in the All-India Secondary School Examination 2023 and subject topper in Sanskrit 

and Mathematics Standard.  He was awarded with ‘A Rolling Trophy’, a take home trophy, cash prize, 

certificates and 3 silver medals. 

* Ms. Manya Ravishankar -The Best All Rounder in the Senior Secondary Category.  The School Topper 

securing Third position in Science Stream (PCMC) in the All-India Senior School Certificate              

Examination held in March 2023.  She was awarded with ‘A Rolling Trophy’, a take home trophy, cash 

prize, certificate and a silver medal. 

Rejoicing two decades of milestones, memories and the indomitable spirit that defines our educational 

legacy, there was a sense of belonging and shared aspirations. 

The highlight of the evening was the theatrical rendition of select scenes from the Ramayan.  The   

precision and grace displayed by our students in portraying characters like Lord Rama, Sita,            

Lakshmana and the mighty Hanuman, was a testament to their dedication and artistic prowess. The 

nuances in the performances captured the essence of the epic, resonating with both cultural             

authenticity and contemporary flair. 

 As the programme ended, the air was filled with resounding cheers of ‘Jai Sri Ram’ by the parents and 

guests who were captivated by the splendid portrayal of the timeless tale, by the talented students of 

Sindhi High School, Hebbal. It was truly a testament to the school’s commitment to holistic education, 

instilling not only academic knowledge but also timeless values passed on through the ages. As the 

curtains fell on this spectacular event where 350 students participated, the echoes of the Ramayana 

lingered, leaving an indelible mark on the hearts and minds of the audience. 
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PRIZE DAY CLASS X & XII 
 

‘Awards and achievements are not just symbols of recognition, but also the fuel that 

keeps us motivated to go further and do better.’ 

The school took pride in recognizing the exceptional achievements of our students, the toppers 

of class X and XII grade for achieving remarkable results in AISSE and AISSCE board                     

examination and adding new feathers to the crown of the school.  

 This journey to success was not an easy one, as it required dedication, perseverance and        

relentless pursuit of excellence. Their achievements served as a testament of their commitment 

and passion. Our brilliant students were awarded with a silver medal with their name embossed 

on it and a certificate of appreciation. The auditorium was filled with proud parents who                  

encouraged and applauded the toppers who brought laurels to our school.                                

CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION 
 

Christmas is a festival which instills the spirit of sharing and caring.  Christmas celebration was 
held on 23rd December 2023, in the school ground.  The school was beautifully decorated and 
everybody was dressed in red, green or white. The programme started with information about 
Christmas and why it is celebrated.  A beautiful skit followed depicting the scenes of the birth 
place of Jesus Christ interspersed with melodious carols sung by the teachers. 
 
                    Right from the conception of Mary to the birth of Jesus a harmonious story was    
displayed by the students. The event ended with cheerful Christmas greetings as the students 
and teachers danced to the melodious tunes of ‘Jingle Bells’ and ‘We wish you a merry        
Christmas.’  The dazzling entry of Santa Claus added to the joy and excitement of the students.  
The boundless joy of celebrating the festival was visible on the faces of all the children.  It was a 
joyous and amusing programme for everyone! 
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In-house orientation for teachers 

Teacher Training Workshop on NEP 2020 

Teachers are an essential pillar of any educational institution, and Sindhi High School, Hebbal constantly 

ensures that its teachers’ skills are honed to perfection in order to enhance student achievements. In 

keeping with the recommendations of ‘The National Education Policy 2020’ a workshop was conducted 

for the primary staff of the school in the month of September, 2023.  The event was conducted by         

Mrs. Maithreyi Satyadev, Director, Sindhi group of institutions.  The purpose of the workshop was to    

familiarize the participants with the salient features of the policy, its objectives and various means to  

effectively implement the recommendations such as development of cognitive, social, ethical  and    

emotional capacities of students and promotion of skill-based learning and creating a positive              

tech-friendly learning environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Classroom Management Skills  

 

The orientation began with a warm introduction and welcome from the Director, Sindhi group of        

institutions Mrs. Maithreyi Satyadev emphasizing the significance of teachers’ roles in shaping young 

minds. 

A concise overview of the school’s vision, mission, values, and educational philosophy were put forth.  

Teachers were made familiar with school policies and procedures to ensure a safe and productive            

learning environment.  The session provided practical strategies for behavior management, lesson plan-

ning, differentiation, and student engagement.  In conclusion, the teacher’s orientation set the founda-

tion for a successful academic year by delivering concise and relevant information and providing          

necessary resources. 
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THE PERFECT 10 IMAGE 
 
Mrs. Bhavya Chawla, Founder of Perfect 10 Image consultants conducted a workshop for the    

teachers of Sindhi School Hebbal, Sindhi High School KK Road and Sindhi Seva School on 5th       

January 2024. 

The topics covered were personal appearance and dressing for work, understanding different fabrics 

and fits, grooming and personal hygiene, Make- up basics and image make-overs.   

The meaningful session was to guide, mentor and empower teachers to enhance self-presentation 

and communication skills.  It was an informative and interactive session creating more awareness on 

the importance of image management and giving tips to manage oneself. 

YOU MATTER FOR YOUR CHILDREN 

 
In-house Psychological Counsellor, Mrs. Vaishali Rakhia conducted a workshop for parents.  She 

started off with the thought “Children will outgrow their childhood but parents can never     

outgrow their parenthood”.  No doubt every parent does the best within his/her emotional, 

mental or financial capacity, yet something is missing.  The workshop helped parents be aware 

of what kind of parenting where they practicing and what is really needed by the children.  Lots 

of self-reflection moments saw parents having their eyes filling up with tears.  This workshop 

helped in bridging the emotional gap between the parents and children.  She also proved that 

parenthood is not a serious business but surely a sincere one.  Towards the end she spoke about 

how parenting is a teamwork between parents and children.  As she says, parenthood is always a 

work in progress (with learning and unlearning). 
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THEMATIC ASSEMBLY 

 
Innovation, dedication, and precision – the core of engineering 

A special assembly for Engineers' Day which is celebrated in India on September 15th to             

commemorate the birth anniversary of Sir Mokshagundam Visvesvaraya, a renowned Indian      

engineer and statesman. Engineers are the problem-solvers of the world, and they have made a 

significant impact on society.  Speeches on Engineers' Day were used to celebrate the              

achievements of engineers, inspire young people to consider a career in engineering and raise 

awareness of the importance of engineering. A Role play on Sir Visvesvaraya was conducted by  

students of class 8. 

As a part of Bharatiya Bhasha Utsav with the theme, ‘िाषाएाँ  अनेक, िाव एक’ Sindhians particited in 

assemblies and activities from 28th September to 11th December, 2023 to promote language    

learning through the use of regional languages and technology. 

My School: My Second Home  

The students of class 5 celebrated the cultural diversity of 

India as well as the unity among the denizens of its states 

and Union Territories from 26th September to November 1st. 

 

The role plays, speeches, anecdotes of many regional heads 

were read out and beautiful songs were sung.  The            

programme was effective in bridging the culture-based 

differences between the communities and in bringing them 

closer to each other as never before.   

 

The colourful assembly was a success due to the new and  

refreshing ideas presented by the students and the             

coordination among them which resulted in learning     

working in teams and sharing of knowledge. 

             30 
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    NATIONAL UNITY DAY 

 
‘When the “I” is replaced with we, even the illness becomes wellness’ 

Our school celebrated the birth anniversary of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel as ‘Ekta Diwas’, National Unity 

Day on 31st Oct 23. 

                     Children actively participated in the celebration.  The day was marked by taking of unity 

pledge by the teachers and students. Apart from displaying the statue of unity, high school children 

actively participated in the ‘RUN FOR UNITY’. 

              Our students committed themselves to the values of diversity, tolerance, and pluralism that 

make our country great.  May we always stand together in unity and solidarity! 

Dedicated to Tamil Poet Subramanya Bharathi  
 

A special assembly was conducted to celebrate the birth anniversary of the famous Tamil poet 

Subramaniya Bharathiyar on the 11th of December through a morning assembly hosted by the 

teachers and students of class 6.  The dramatic commencement of the programme was well         

applauded after a junior student, dressed as Bharathiyar, stunningly recited one of the poet’s     

verses.  The poem recitation was followed by songs sung by teachers with the accompaniment of 

guitar and tabla.  The songs were interspersed by the Middle School students reciting a couple of 

the poet’s famous poem – ‘Achamillai Achamillai’ The assembly was indeed a wonderful way to   

remember the writer. 
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          VIGILANCE AWARENESS WEEK 

Vigilance awareness week was observed from 31.10.23 to 5. 11.2023 with the theme "Say no to 

corruption; commit to the nation". 

                      During the week different activities were organized to create awareness among the 

students and staff regarding importance of reiterating society’s commitment against             

corruption.  Banners on the theme of vigilance were displayed and awareness was created.  The 

integrity pledge was taken on 3.11.2023 at in the assembly.  A quiz competition on the theme 

was conducted.  Students of class 11 spoke on the ill effects of corruption in the society and 

urged to promote moral values among the students. 

SHS JAM-Just a Minute 

Just A Minute (JAM) activity, was held in the morning assembly on the topic ‘I love India because….’.  

The best speakers from classes 8-10 were selected and appreciated for their speeches by giving             

certificates of appreciation to the winners. 

Class: 8 Category  

 

Vanshika Shah – 8A – first prize 

Leeshira 8B – second prize 

Purvi Keerthi 8C and Samudyatha  

8D – third prize 

 

Class: 9 Category  

Amrutha 9B - first prize 

Hitesh M Rajdev 9D and Aneesh Ranganath 9A – second prize 

Lakhi 9C -third prize 

 

Class: 10 Category  

Radhika Anand -10C and Shreya Pandey 10D - first prize 

Mihir Gandhi 10C second prize 

Sai Lekha Vijaykumar 10 third prize  
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Sindhi High School, Hebbal, participated in Career Utsav-2023 by sharing a stall with Sindhi 

College at Tripura Vasini White Petals, Palace Ground, Bangalore on the 9th and 10th          

December, 2023. As  responsible educators, it helped the students to connect, converse,     

ascertain and choose a career path best suited to them.  

Sindhi @ Career Utsav-2023  

SPECIAL ASSEMBLY ON INDIA’S PRESIDENCY OF G20 was conducted in the month of December 

2023 by the students of classes 5 - 7.  The assembly highlighted India’s significance as it assumed the G20 

Presidency from Indonesia and convened the G20 Leaders’ Summit for the first time in the country in 

2023.   A nation deeply committed to democracy and multilateralism, India’s G20 Presidency would be a                  

watershed moment in her history as she seeks to play an important role by finding pragmatic global              

solutions for the wellbeing of all, and in doing so, manifest the true spirit of ‘Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam’ 

or the ‘World is One Family’.  After the various regular features of the assembly were presented, the          

special element of the assembly, which was the skit on the topic of G20 and India’s role in it was enacted 

by the students who showcased  different scenes from a G20 summit.  Students also presented a song on 

the theme of ‘Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam’ or the ‘The World is One Family’.    
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VISIT TO SEWA SCHOOL EXHIBITION 
 
           An exhibition showcasing the talents of  Sindhi Sewa School children was organized by them on 

10th-17th Nov 2023. Models and charts displaying various subjects such as banking, commerce, science, 

social, art and kannada were made by those talented students.  

Students of class 7 &8 were taken to see this exhibition.  They learnt as well as appreciated the creative 

skills of the Sewa School children.  The children also got an opportunity to see the Sindhi Academy of 

Skills School where courses like tailoring and beautician course are conducted.  

TEACHER’S ACHIEVEMENT 
 

Mrs. Jyothi Jain, our Yoga teacher presented a paper on ‘Concept of Prana’ during the International Yoga 

Conference in Kanyakumari and later another paper titled ‘Science of Swara and its application in     

management of complete wellbeing’ in an International Yoga conference conducted in Pondicherry.  The 

aim of these paper was to explain the possibilities of applying yoga in education of students through   

research and practices.  Yoga involves various techniques with the aim of achieving psychosocial balance. 

We are witnessing an increase in stress and emotional disorders in children; children are becoming more 

sedentary, and are preoccupied with a multitude of stimuli that come constantly via cell phone,        

computer and television.  By examining a series of research on effects of yoga, we can conclude that yoga 

has proved to be effective in treating a variety of conditions and diseases.  Practicing yoga can help      

reduce stress, anxiety symptoms, and depression.  Results have shown possible contribution of yoga in 

schools in the form of attention improvement, self-regulation and reduction of tension. 
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Champions are not made in the gyms.  Champions are made with something they have deep    

inside them -- a desire, a dream, a vision”.  

 

Physical Education equips students with essential knowledge and skills needed to function effectively in 

young age.  Physical education is an important part of total education these days and we at Sindhi High 

School, Hebbal balance it with the proper coaching in sports as well as in education.  

 

Studies have consistently demonstrated that physically active people are not only healthier but also     

perform better in tests of cerebral or intellectual ability. 

Sports competitions and activities inculcate the spirit of positive challenges and sportsmanship among 

the students and prepare them for the life ahead.  Sports, games and physical fitness occupy a place of 

importance in our curriculum. Students actively involved in learning Karate, Yoga, Skating, Tennis,     

Volleyball, Badminton, cricket and athletics. 

Sindhians have made the school proud at many districts, state, national and even on international      

platforms every year. 

‘Competition strengthens character and reveals true potential’ 

The best part of competition is that through it we discover what we are capable of and how much more 

than we ever believed possible we can actually do ….  

Sindhians participated in a various interschool competitions.  The hard-work and dedication put in by 

our students is evident from the honours and recognition they received in inter-school events.  All the 

participants have put their best foot forward and secured positions for themselves in almost all the 

events they participated in. 
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The following are the winners at Presidency school competition:  

Fitness (yoga) 

3rd prize -Janavi Gowda 3A,   Sai Tanvi 4D, Samhith Gopi 5C, Eshitha 5c 

Graphics (ad makers) 

2nd prize - Priyamvada 5B,  Liora Panigrahy 5C 

Brand power 

3rd prize - Hridhaan 5A  

Music  

3rd prize - Ruthvika 5B 

 Just A minute  

2 prize Shrujan L 4B, 3 prize Aaradhya Nambiar 4D 

Poetica  

2 prize Dutisha rajesh 5D, 1st prize Aditi Srivatsa 5A, Kavi Sammelan (hindi), 2 prize M. Niharika  

Snip N Fold(origami) 

1 st prize Aditri Saravana, 4B, 3rd prize Akshaay Vijay Gowda, 4D  

Katputliya(puppet making) 

1st prize Pranati.S, 4B, 2 prize Sanchitha K A, 4B  

Facebook (book cover designing) 

3rd prize Nithya Raghavi 5C  

Mash up (paper collage making) 

1st prize Brinda M Soppannavar 5B, 3rd prize Krisha Salecha 5D 

In the event ‘Cresindo 2024’ conducted by Sindhi college  

Sriram of class 11 C, made us proud by winning 3rd position in the Gita recitation competition.  
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YOUTH IDEATHON 2023  

 

                     Management Entrepreneurship Professional Skills Council (MEPSC) under Ministry of 

Skill Development and Entrepreneurship (MSDE), Govt. of India and Think Startup organised 

YOUTH IDEATHON 2023, India’s Largest K-12 School Level Ideas Festival to harness innovation 

and entrepreneurship potential on young minds of India.  

 

                      The Ideathon contest engages with youth to energize them and connect with their 

passions to discover societal problems and propose solutions that can make lives of humanity    

better. Its motto is MERA IDEA JO BADAL DE BHARAT, thereby implying, an idea that can 

change India. 

 

                        Four Teams of Students consisting of 3 to 5 members each studying in Classes 11-12 of 

Sindhi High School, Hebbal participated in the competition by submitting their startup ideas and 

out of which 3 teams were selected in the Top 1000 teams from across India. The selected teams 

prepared their idea pitch & uploaded the videos on Think Startup’s Social Media Handles 

The following are the students who participated with their team ideas:  

               Team: V779 Foomoo  

Class 11C: Vibhashree S Rao, Tanmaya B, 

Varsini R,  

                   Team: V818 Team Nest 

Shanteri S Kini(11C), Tanish Reddy

(12C), Yatee Shashikanth Shetty 

         Team: V920 Keep the magic 

 Class 11C: Piyush B,  

Chiranth S Aradhya,  

Adarsh Hitesh Shah,  

G Prem Narain, Falak Singh Jasrotia  37 
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school olympics was organized by youngsters sports club on 5th august-6th august 

2023. 

1st place in shotput –   Nithin N, 12A 

2nd place in shotput –   Nikhil V S, 10B 

2nd place in long jump –              Tia C Roshan, 7D 

3rd place in discuss throw –   Aneesh A V,  10B 

2nd place in 4*100 mts relay –  Vedanth, 7C 

                                                                Abhay M B, 7B 

                                                                Abhay Prabhu, 8C 

                                                                Pramath, 8D 

1st open NATIONALS’ taekwondo championship was organized by warriors taekwondo 

academy on 12th -13th august 2023. 

Gold medal in Kyorugi and gold medal in Poomsae-Tanvi Gowda M V, 8B 

 

shriganda foundation, bengaluru organized the annual badminton tournament on 

18th august 2023. 

2nd runner up in singles – Samarth S, 8D  

 

presidency school, bangalore north organized fitness yoga competition on 19th au-

gust 2023 

2nd runner up in fitness yoga [group event] – 

Janavi Gowda, 3A 

Sai Tanvi Sunkara ,4D 

Samhith Gopi, 5C 

Vibha Vijaysomeshwara, 5C 

Eshitha, 5C 

 

pnc congnitio school organized inter school swimming meet on 23rd 2023. 

nidharshini 8d – 1st place in 4*25 mtr relay 

                                   2nd place in 50 mtr free style  

                                   2nd place in 50 mtr back stroke 

                                   3rd place in 50 mtr breast stroke  
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sindhi high school,kk road organized inter school relay competition on 10th nov 

2023. 

1st Place In 4*100 Relay –        Prateek Uk 

                                                      Vedanth 7C 

                                                      Abhay Mb, 7B                                                     

                                        abhay Prabhu, 8C 

 

cbse cluster table-tennis championship 2023-2024 organized by soundarya central 

school,bengaluru on 16th -18th october 2023 

 

3rd place in girl’s individual category-  Mihira Vadyar 8A 

3rd place in team event boy’s category –  Aadyot U 7A 

                                                                                       Vaibhav G 7B 

                                                                                       Saksham Sharma 8B 

 

karnataka rajyostava cup organized by hyper turf on 1st november 2023. 

winners in cricket tournament[u-16] category boys 

 

Niranjan and Neil D - Man of The Match  

Tanush R - Man of The Series 

Siddharth C G – Best Fielder  

 

new age world school organized swimming competition on 16th nov 2023. 

Manjunath 7D –      Gold medal in 25m free style 

                                    Gold medal in 25m back stroke 

                                    Gold medal in 25m butterfly stroke 

 

green field public school organized swimming competition on      

19th  nov 2023. 

 

 Manjunath 7D –       Gold medal in 50m free style 

                                    Gold medal in 50m back stroke 

                                    Silver medal in 50m butterfly stroke 
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school olympics was organized by youngsters sports club on 31st november 2023 

 

1st place in shotput –   Nithin Ninamdhar 12A  

1st place in shotput –   Shivam 8B 

1st place in shotput –   Annesh A V 10D  

1st place place in shot put –  Nikhil V S 10B 

2nd place in discuss throw –   Piyush 10C 

2nd place in long jump –               Shashank S 11B 

1st place in 4*100 mts relay –  Shashank S 11B 

                                                     Aryan Karthik 12C 

                                                                 Himanshu D 12A 

                                                      Vaibhav V 12A 

 

2nd   place in 4*100 mts relay –  Krishn Akarsh 10A 

                                                                Nitesh 10B 

                                                                Prateet 9B 

                                                                 Yajas 10A 
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inter school roller skating organized by gana bhaskara public school on 31th july 

2023.  

2nd place - Gade Jathin Reddy 1A 

3rd place – Mohit Havinal 1A 

3rd place – Sahasra G 2C 

 inter school roller skating organized by skating sports academy on 8th sep 2023.   

1st place - Gade Jathin Reddy 1A 

1st place –  Mohit Havinal 1A 

inter school roller skating organized by Samyukta skating academy 

on 2nd oct 2023.   

1st place – Hasika 1C 

3rdplace –  Sahasra 2C 

3rdplace –  Mohit Havinal 1A 

inter school skating and swimming organized by vibgyor school on  12th oct 2023.  

2nd place – Kancharla Parnika 3C 

2nd place –  Hasika 1C swimming result: 

3rd place –  Tashvi R 1D 

inter school skating competition organized by shikar international 

school on  11th nov 2023. 

 1st place –  Mohit Havinal 1A 

2nd place –  Hasika 1C 

3rd place -  Gade Jathin Reddy 1A and Sahasra 2C 

5th national level taekwondo championship organized by vifa on 10th 

august 2023. 

Gold medal and silver medal – Reyansh Chakraborthy 4A 

open state taekwondo championship organized by on taekwondo academy on 17th nov 

2023. 

Gold medal and silver medal- Dhruthi K 7D 

 

jain heritage school organized inter  school swimming 

competition on 29th aug 2023. 

Gold Medal –  Ayishani Hegde 3A  

     Ruthvik VS -3C 
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Belt Gradation Ceremony of The Karate Kids 
 
The Karate Club of our school held its annual karate belt test ceremony on 26th of December 
2023.  
The ceremony began with a recitation of ancient martial arts principles and an overview on 
how to progress from one belt to the next.  All the competitors lined up in front of the  
judges. 
The tests began with basic karate kicks and punches, followed by more advanced levels such 
as katas, blocks, counters and joint locks.  As the tests progressed, it became clear that some 
competitors had achieved incredible skill levels and had mastered even the most difficult 
techniques. 
Finally, after hours of intense competition, 43 participants emerged and had achieved a next
-level color belt in martial arts.  Mahalakshmi Varun chief instructor JSKIF Asian              
representative SKDUN AND Kasturi Rajendran regional instructor JSKIF awarded them 
with the belts.  
Laxman Neelakantan of class 6A won bronze medal in Zen inter Dojo Karate championship 

while Eshitha Nagraj of 5C a silver medal in Zen inter School Karate championship held by 

Koramangala club, Bangalore. 

 

International Event held at Greece 

Laxman Neelakantan of 6 A and Eshitha Nagaraj of 5 C participated of 30th SKDUN world 

championship held in Greece, Chalkida 2023.  Laxman made us proud by winning 2 bronze 

medals in Kata and Kumite category. 
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To mark the occasion of Janmashtami , our tiny tots were asked to dress up as Lord Krishna or Radha. 

They were narrated with a story of Lord Krishna and were explained why this festival is celebrated. The 

celebration ended on a joyous note with 'dahi handi' and some dancing. 

KRISHNA JANMASHTAMI 

Children had a delightful time during the Ganesh Chaturthi festival, creating crafts, learning Ganesha shlokas, 

and enjoying the  festivities 

GANESHA CHATHURTHI 

             43 
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FIELD TRIP TO MARKET 

Children love to learn and one of the best ways to understand new things is to have a hands-on experience.                  

Kindergarten field trips are exciting and expand their imagination. Our little ones had a lot of fun exploring the market. 

They had an opportunity to interact with the vendors there who gave the children details about different fruits and  

vegetables. 
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PRE-PRIMARY ANNUAL DAY 

Magical world of circus - Our little Sindhians got an opportunity to    
showcase their talent and create unforgettable memories as we were 
transported to a place filled with laughter and excitement on the           
Pre-primary Annual Day.  
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This Children's Day our little ones unleashed their creativity and artistic      
expressions through clay. 

CHILDREN’S DAY 

On this joyous occasion, the Pre-Primary classes celebrated Deepavali 

with their usual enthusiasm. They made beautiful wall hangings and hand 

painted diyas made of coconut shells. 

DEEPAVALI 
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SHADES OF FUN 

Shades of fun and Dussehra : The tiny tots celebrated Colour Week from 

9th October to 13th October. The shades of colours along with Dussehra 

celebration made the kids feel bright and cheerful. 
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 The Halloween Fancy Dress Competition was a fantastic opportunity for our children to showcase their                        

creativity and imagination by dressing up in their favourite Halloween-themed costumes. It was a Spooktacalur 

event! 

HALLOWEEN DAY 
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The Pre-primary children of Sindhi High School Hebbal were filled with joy during 

their Christmas celebration at school. Their excitement peaked when Santa Claus 

made an appearance. The UKG students staged a delightful show portraying the 

birth of Jesus Christ, making it a festive and enjoyable Christmas party. 
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GRATITUDE 

Our little Sindhians crafted thank you cards with great care, expressing gratitude to 

the dedicated school staff.  The smiles on the faces of the staff members were truly 

heart-warming and a joy to witness. 
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Increasing Threat of Disasters in Urban Areas  

An Impending Truth 

The earth shifts on its axis 

peace seems relaxing  

but all good things seem to end 

disaster may strike, one can never tell. 

 

Winds of fury, waters from tides  

which leave a heavy trace behind  

seem so silly, like lies  

but all good things seem to end  

disaster may strike, one can never tell. 

 

Destruction at its core  

it’s not a myth anymore  

stories do come true 

this is an impending truth.  

all seems fine till the quiet ends 

disaster may strike, one can never tell. 

 

But a solution can be found  

coming together as one  

from the youngest of the young 

to the softest of the soft  

if we join hands and use our minds  

the most cruel disaster won’t cause a strife. 

 

Mitali Manjure  

 11A 

FUTURE RISK OF DISASTER-CLIMATE RISK 

A CALL FOR ALL 

A warming tale, misunderstood 

Oceans rise, echoes of our heedless plight 

Forests weep, their warm embrace fade 

Forests whisper of their vanishing song. 

Flames of change, for how long will we evade? 

Melting dreams pervade. 

Nature’s balance is shifting, we fear                                                                                               

Will we all lose what is dear? 

      A warming world, the tale continues 

 Storms gather, Mother Nature’s rage 

Climate risk, Fury and Rampage. 

A plea for healing, a call for all 

Plant the seeds to show you care 

Nurture the planet with love to spare. 

Cleanse the air, Let the soil breathe 

Embrace renewable energy a legacy we bequeath. 

                    

                    Let wisdom flow, help the earth grow 

Our planet is at stake, it is your call to make. 

To mend the earth is our duty 

Hope aligned, come together. 

 

A story for us all in delicate branches 

The question remains-How many more chances? 

This is a plea for healing, a call for help 

A call for all! 

                                                     Naisha  Soni-11A 
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Dedicated to Tamil Poet Subramanya Bharathi  
 

Sindhi High School celebrated the birth anniversary of the famous Tamil poet Subramaniya Bharathiyar 

on the 11th of December through a morning assembly hosted by the teachers and students of class 6. The 

dramatic commencement of the programme was well applauded after a junior student, dressed as Bhara-

thiyar, stunningly recited one of the poet’s verses. The poem recitation was followed by songs sung by 

teachers with the accompaniment of guitar and tabla. The songs were interspersed by the Middle School 

students reciting a couple of the poet’s famous poem – ‘Achamillai Achamillai’ The assembly was indeed 

a wonderful way to remember the writer. 

 

Numeracy and Mathematics The real-life example of foundation literacy and numeracy 

Here’s why Maths school assemblies are so important, Making the mathematics calculation interesting, 

that too in the regional language made our students think math as their favourite subject. This is how the 

math morning assemblies conducted by Sindhians of class 7 between 9th-15th November made all the 

students think. Comparing numbers using day to today objects, methods of calculation by the street veg-

etable learning reciprocals, understanding the usages of unit of measurement made the students to think 

how useful math was is in their lives. They realized math was much more than just numbers. Using short 

cut to learn tables of numbers conducted by 7C was very innovating. Soon they realized that literacy and 

numeracy were not just skills for the classroom but tools that would shape their futures. 

My class, 7A had to represent thematic maths assembly on numeric literacy. Initially we did not know 

how to begin, with the help of our teacher we were able to plan a small skit to represent multiplication 

tables in different languages.  It consisted of different languages like Hindi, Kannada, English, Telugu and 

Spanish. I was given the charge to write the dialogues for everyone in the skit.  My team was ready and 

had rehearsed well.  Before we the start of the play, we all were nervous and fortunately no one messed 

up the dialogues and the skit went on well.  Everyone appreciated my effort.  It was a wonderful way to 

learn maths through real life experiences. 

Janisha  

7A  

NUMERICAL REASONING 

Understanding mathematics in different languages can offer diverse perspectives. Through the morning 

assemblies on numeracy, I was able to grasp abstract concepts from varied angles. Maths presentation in 

regional languages fostered a broader cultural understanding by exploring the unique terminology and 

approaches presented in different linguistic contexts. I enjoyed exploring maths across languages which 

cultivated a deeper appreciation for numerical reasoning. 

 

Daksh M V 

7B 
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The House of Gold 
 

Not many years back, I had a very unique incident. I was a real estate agent back then, pricing and 

dealing with various houses and their owners. Of course, I had no interest in the job and had only 

done it for the sake of my family’s so called “reputation” and “legacy”. I was reading one of my      

favorite thriller novels, when my phone rang. I answered it. The case of the owner who had called 

me was a new one. It turned out that he had an old abandoned mansion as his property which he 

wanted to sell as soon as possible. He invited me to visit it, making a promise of rewarding me with 

millions. I was surprised at first but then I agreed. I decided to go see this mansion. I was curious to 

know that what was so strange in the mansion that the owner was so desperate to sell it, even 

though he agreed to pay me double of what he would get. I reached the place and looked at it. 

Apart from a creepy vines and old crumbles of the mansion, it looked as if it had just been built  

yesterday. I tried to enter but I was stopped by a few people nearby. They warned me to not enter 

the mansion if life was dear to me. It seemed that they believed there was a ghost of the girl who 

had belonged to a rich family long ago lived inside. I just scoffed and entered. The mansion was 

dirty inside, but untouched for years. I looked around and stumbled across an old library. Out of my 

old habit of laying my hands on books wherever I saw them, I pulled out a book and I was shocked. 

A pure gold bar fell from the inside of its pages. It looked like it weighed around a kilo. I pulled  

other books and found the same. In no time I was between gold wars. I immediately called the own-

er and told him about it. He came and informed the police. It turned out that the gold had              

belonged to the rich family of the girl a long time ago. The gold was sealed and sent to the             

government. And the mansion? Well, a lot of rich men came to buy it in the hope that they would 

find more hidden, probably in these walls. As promised the owner thanked me and paid me millions 

to last for a lifetime. 

                                                      Suhani Kumar 

8 A 
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The Monsoon’s Greeting 

 
Oh sun! End these dreary hours  

The earth is parched, eager for monsoon’s first showers, 

Oh rain! Shower with all your might, 

The blooming flowers what a lovely sight. 

We all fear the sun’s blazing touch, 

Oh rain! Hold us in your pleasant cwtch 

Oh water! To the sky your ascend and 

Soon end this exhausting summer transcend. 

 

The symphony of your pitter patter, 

The melody which is all that matters 

Oh rain! Scatter the sun’s light, 

The skies turn vibrant and bright, 

We sing in your praise as we all rejoice in your divine aura and our humble delight. 

 

To the broken and hurt, the rain is a companion, 

You could wash away your tears and dance away your despairs. 

The solution to all unpleasant affairs. 

As the monsoon comes to an end; the soil dampens and our hearts become heavy, 

We will miss you each day, the message loud and clear 

“Return soon savvy”. 

Shresth Vatsya  

9 C 
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"Kashmir”:  

 A Symphony of Serenity Amidst Majestic Peaks  

   

Kashmir is a region situated among the stunning peaks of the Himalayas. It has the charming potential to capture the heart of any 

individual who has an opportunity to witness its phenomenal natural beauty. It lures tourists from India as well as across the globe.   

Kashmir has not been spared of battles and wars. The strategic location of Kashmir has led to decades of political upheaval and vio-

lence. This has unfortunately compromised the region's remarkable beauty. Complicated historical and geopolitical circumstances 

have fueled the conflict in Kashmir. This has resulted in fights for self-determination and autonomy.  

Kashmir's exceptional beauty lies in its distinct and charming sceneries. From the renowned Dal Lake to the extensive meadows of 

Gulmarg, each expanse of Kashmir seems to be a piece of art. The region's mystical attraction is heightened by its majestic peaks of 

snow, lush pine woods, and flowing waterfalls This makes it an ideal destination for those seeking serenity and peace within nature.  

Every season, Kashmir presents a different dimension of its beauty. The snowy mountains, the mystical lakes and the enchanting val-

leys make Kashmir a place like no other.  

Kashmir, a realm of charm with its bewitching valleys, snow-covered peaks, and the congeniality of its residents, is an unparalleled 

destination. Journeying through its flourishing scenery, it's apparent that Kashmir transcends being a mere geographical location; it's 

a journey into tranquility, a harmonious ballad that echoes in the core of those blessed to appreciate its grandeur. This serene harmo-

ny imprints an everlasting memory in the minds of those who have the privilege to immerse themselves in its majesty.  

                                                                                               Omkar  Kulkarni 

                                                                                     9 C 

 Sanskrit 

 An ancient Indian language that’s ages old dating back to 3500 years ago, was so well crafted and designed by our ances-

tors that while telling the consonants, the person does continuous breathing cycles so that it sounds rhythmic. Being one 

of the first languages to be formed, Sanskrit was first transmitted orally only since there weren’t any forms of writing or 

any script. Whatever one would say, the other would hear and try to remember it. Today, it seems like a herculean task 

and almost impossible to communicate without any language script, but back then, people could remember whole scrip-

tures. One such example are the Vedas. All four of them weren’t written but orally transmitted from one person to anoth-

er for thousands of years until a script came into being and there were tools to write with, barks of trees, palm leaves and 

other materials to write on. For many individuals today, learning the language itself is so difficult, because the grammar 

and vocabulary is based on mathematic and scientific concepts. Recently, scientists from NASA have announced that San-

skrit can be used for computer and machine programming. Learning such a scientific language whilst remembering whole 

scriptures through whatever has been heard shows just how skilled and intelligent our ancestors were. Sanskrit not only 

reflects how smart our ancestors were or how scientific the language is, but also shows our rich and glorious literature. 

The Mahabharata, the world’s longest poem and The Ramayana an epic of a battle between good and evil, are famous for 

their philosophical insights into the way of life and the path of good deeds and actions. And thanks to Sanskrit, these epics 

are not only etched in golden letters in manuscripts but also in the hearts of people providing a source of inspiration to 

them. But how will Sanskrit benefit the individual? Recent studies by psychologists reveal that learning Sanskrit is an excel-

lent way to train the mind. After learning Sanskrit, people reportedly got enhanced memory and recalling capacity. Their 

speech defects don’t seem to bother them anymore. Chanting Sanskrit shlokas maintains inner peace within a person and 

if a person learns Sanskrit, they can learn almost any other Indian language with ease and also be qualified enough to read 

Sanskrit texts, which provide a deep intuition into various subjects like health and medicine, astrology, mathematics, politi-

cal science and much more.                                                                                 Srihan Chatterjee 

                                                                         8 C 
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चिंदा मामा 
िंदा मामा आ जाना,                                                   

मेरे लड्डू खा जाना । 

बहुत खखलौने दें गे तुमको, 

थोड़े तारे तो  लाना । 

िंदा मामा आ जाना, 

िाथ में मेरे िो जाना । 

दूि मलाई दें गे तुमको 

थोड़ी समश्री ले आना । 

 

Anaisha Singh  

5 C 

    पतिंग                                                           
रंग सबरंगी मेरी पंतग, 

उड़ी आिमान में लेके उमंग, 

िीरे-िीरे उड़ती जाए, 

िरखी िे डोर खुलती जाए । 

मन मेरा खुि  ोता जाए, 

उड़ान य  जब िती जाए, 

लाल ,पीली, नीली,  री 

िार रंगो ंकी पंतग मेरी । 

 

Pragathi  

8 A 

हचहिया                                                     

छोटी िी य  सिसड़या  ै, 

आदत उिकी बसिया  ै। 

सदनिर मे नत करती  ै, 

किी न आलि करती  ै। 

य ााँ-व ााँ  व  जाती  ै , 

बच्ो ंका सदल ब लाती  ै। 

 

                               Nishtha Desai                                                                  

                                           8 D    

पुष्प          
व  शंृ्रगार  ी कराती  ै , व  िुगंि िी सदलाता  ै।                                  
तुम मत बनो उिके  नी दाता ,  र कोई बड़ा  ो या छोटा, 
 न ी ंतो व  दे देगी तुम्हें कॉंटा । 

तुम उिकी कोमलता को मत िमझो उिकी दुबगलता,                     

क्ोसंक कॉंटे करते  ैं िदैव उिकी िुरक्षा । 

पुष्प को तोड़े-तोड़े  

कैिा आनंद अब तुम पाते? 

िूरज में पुष्प - पुष्प िमकती िॉंद की िॉंदनी में िी अपनी िोिा सदखाती । 

 जो य  देख व  आनंद  ी आनंद पाता, 

 पुष्प तो को तोड़तके िला कैिा आनंद कोई पाता? 

पुष्प  ै सकतने उपयोगी  

 शंृ्रगार , िुगंि , मनोरंजन आसद  

आओ समलकर  म ठान ले ििी को पुष्प को तोड़ने िे  ै रोकना  ै । 

 

RISHA Bose  

7B 
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ಕನ್ನ ಡ ಭಾಷೆ ಉಳಿಸುವಲಿ್ಲ  ಕನ್ನ ಡಿಗರ ಪಾತ್ರ . 

 

ಒಬಬ  ವಯ ಕ್ಷು  ಪ್ರಿಪೂಣ್ಯತೆರ್ನ್ನನ  ಪ್ಡೆರ್ಬೆೋಕಾದರೆ ಮಾತೃ ಭಾಷೆಯಿಂದ ಮಾತ್ರ ವೋ ಸಧಯ . ಮಾತೃಭಾಷೆರ್ನ್ನನ  ಕಡೆಗಣಿಸಿದರೆ ಹೆತ್ು  

ತಾಯಿರ್ನ್ನನ  ಕಡೆಗಣಿಸಿದಂತಾಗುತ್ು ದೆ.  ನಾವು ಕನಾಯಟಕದಲೆಿ  ಕನನ ಡದ ಅಳಿವಾಗದಂತೆ ನೋಡಿಕೊಳಳ ಬೆೋಕು.  ಕನನ ಡಿಗರು ಯಾವುದೆೋ 

ಮುಜುಗರಕ್ಕಕ  ಒಳಪ್ಡದೆ ಕನನ ಡ ಭಾಷಿಗರನ್ನನ  ಕನನ ಡದಲೆೆ ೋ ಮಾತ್ನಾಡಿಸ್ಬೆೋಕು.  ಭಾರತ್ದ್ಯದಯ ಂತ್ ಬೆೋರೆ ಬೆೋರೆ ಜನರು ನಮಮ  ನಾಡಿಗೆ 

ಬಂದ್ಭ ನೆಲೆಸುತಾು ರೆ.  ಆದರೆ ಅವರಿಗೆ ಕನನ ಡ ತಿಳಿದಿರುವುದಿಲೆ್ .  ಅವರ ಭಾಷೆಯಿಂದಲೆೋ ವಯ ವಹಾರ ನಡೆಸುತಾು ರೆ ನಾವು ಅವರಂದಿಗೆ 

ಅವರ ಭಾಷೆರ್ಲೆಿ  ಉತ್ು ರ ಕೊಡಲು ಪ್ರ ರ್ತಿನ ಸುತೆು ೋವ.  ಹಿೋಗೆ ಮಾಡದೆ ನಮಮ  ಭಾಷೆರ್ನ್ನನ  ಅವರಿಗೆ ಕಲಿಸುವ ಪ್ರ ರ್ತ್ನ  ಮಾಡಬೆೋಕು.  

ಸ್ರಳವೂ, ಸುಂದರವೂ ಆದ ಕನನ ಡ ಭಾಷೆರ್ನ್ನನ  ಬಳಸ್ಬೆೋಕು.  ಇತ್ರರಿಗೆ ಕಲಿಸುವುದರ ಮೂಲ್ಕ ಅದನ್ನನ  ಬೆಳೆಸ್ಬೆೋಕು.  ಇದ್ಭ 

ಪ್ರ ತಿಯೊಬಬ  ಕನನ ಡಿಗನ ಕತ್ಯವಯ ವಾಗಿದೆ. 

                              ಮೋಘನ್ ಕಲಿ್ಲರು  

                                                                          ೮ ʼಡಿʼ 

   

                                                                                        ನ್ನ್ನ  ನೆಚಿ್ಚ ನ್ ಪುಸ್ತ ಕ 

 

‘ಪುಸ್ು ಕವು ಒಳೆಳ ರ್ ಸ್ನ ೋಹಿತ್ನಿದು ಂತೆ’ ಎಂದ್ಭ ಹೆೋಳುವುದ್ಭಂಟು.  ನನಗೆ ಪುಸ್ು ಕಗಳನ್ನನ  ಓದ್ಭವ ಹವಾಯ ಸ್ವಿದೆ.  ಇತಿು ೋಚೆಗೆ ನಾನ್ನ 

ಮಹಾಭಾರತ್ದ ಪುಸ್ು ಕವನ್ನನ  ಓದಿದೆು ೋನೆ.  ಇದ್ಭ ನನಗೆ ತುಂಬಾ ಇಷಟ ರವಾಯಿತು.  ಈ ಪುಸ್ು ಕವನ್ನನ  ಓದಿ ನಾನ್ನ ಹಲ್ವಾರು 

ವಿಷರ್ಗಳನ್ನನ  ತಿಳಿದ್ಭಕೊಂಡೆನ್ನ.  ಅಣ್ಣ -ತ್ಮಮ ಂದಿರ ಜಗಳ ಒಳೆಳ ರ್ದಲೆ್ ,ಇದ್ಭ ಇಡಿೋ ಸ್ಂಸರವನ್ನನ  ನಾರ್ಮಾಡುತ್ು ದೆ ಎಂದ್ಭ 

ನಾನ್ನ ಅರಿತೆನ್ನ.  ಹೆಣಿಣ ಗೆ ಹಠ ಇರಬಾರದ್ಭ, ಗಂಡಿಗೆ ದ್ಭರಾಸ್ ಇರಬಾರದ್ಭ,  ಬೆೋರೆರ್ವರ ಕಷಟ ವನ್ನನ  ಅರಿತು ಅವರಿಗೆ ಸ್ಹಾರ್ 

ಮಾಡಬೆೋಕು, ಜಿೋವನದಲೆಿ  ಬರುವ ಸ್ಮಸ್ಯ ಗಳನ್ನನ  ಧೈರ್ಯದಿಂದ ಎದ್ಭರಿಸ್ಬೆೋಕು ಎಂಬ ಮುಂತಾದ ಮೌಲ್ಯ ಗಳನ್ನನ  ಕಲಿತೆನ್ನ. ಹಾಗು 

ನನನ  ಜಿೋವನದಲೆಿ  ಅರಿತು ನಡೆಯುವನ್ನ.                                                                                                                                

ಯುಕ್ಷ್ತ .ಎನ್ 

                                             ೫ ‘ಬಿ’ 

                                                                                                 ನ್ನ್ನ  ಪುಸ್ತ ಕ  

ಪುಸ್ು ಕ ಪುಸ್ು ಕ ಪುಸ್ು ಕ 

ನಿೋನೆೋ ನನಗೆ ಅವರ್ಯ ಕ  

ನಿೋನೆೋ ನನನ  ಭ್ವಿಷಯ  ರೂಪ್ಕ  

ನಿನಿನ ಂದಲೆೋ ಈ ಜಿೋವನ ಸುಖ್  

ಪುಸ್ು ಕ ಪುಸ್ು ಕ ಪುಸ್ು ಕ 

ನಿೋನೆೋ ನನನ  ದೆೈವವು  

ನಿೋನೆೋ ನನನ  ಗುರುವು  

ನಿನಿನ ಂದಲೆೋ ಈ ಜಿೋವವು  

ಪುಸ್ು ಕ ಪುಸ್ು ಕ ಪುಸ್ು ಕ 

ನಿೋನೆೋ ನನನ  ಗುರುವು  

ನಿೋನೆೋ ನನನ  ದಿಕ್ಸಸ ಚಿಯು  

ನಿನನ ನ್ನನ ಓದಿದರೆ ಆಗುವುದ್ಭ  

ನನನ  ಬದ್ಭಕು  ಸರ್ಯಕ. 

                                                                                                                                                                                

ಪುಸ್ು ಕ ಪುಸ್ು ಕ ಪುಸ್ು ಕ 

ನಿನಿನ ಂದಲೆೋ ನಾನ್ನ  

ಬುದಿು ವಂತೆ 

ನಿನಿನ ಂದಲೆೋ ನಾನ್ನ ಜಾಾ ನವಂತೆ  

ನಿನಿನ ಂದಲೆೋ ನಾನ್ನ 

ವಿದ್ಯಯ ವಂತೆ  
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                            ಬದಲಾವಣೆಯ ತ್ಂಗಾಳಿ ಬಿೋಸ್ಲ್ಲ, ನ್ನ್ನ  ಏಳಿಗೆಗೆ ನಾನೆೋ ಶಿಲಿ್ಲ . 
 

‘ಬದಲಾವಣೆ ಜಗದ ನಿರ್ಮ’.  ಕಾಲ್ಕ್ಕಕ  ತ್ಕಕ ಂತೆ ಎಲೆ್ರೂ ಬದಲಾಗಬೆೋಕು. ಮನಸುಸ  ಸ್ದ್ಯ ಒಳಿತ್ನ್ನನ   ಬರ್ಸುವಂತೆ  ಆಗಬೆೋಕು, 

ಸ್ವ ಸ್ಥ ವಾಗಿರಬೆೋಕು.  ಇನನ ಬಬ ರು ಬದಲಾಗಬೆೋಕ್ಕಂದ್ಭ ಬರ್ಸುವ ಬದಲು ನಮಮ  ಯೊೋಚನಾ ಲ್ಹರಿರ್ನ್ನನ  

ಬದಲಾಯಿಸಿಕೊಳಳ ಬೆೋಕು. ನಾವು ಬದಲಾವಣೆ ಬರ್ಸ್ಲು ಆರಂಭಿಸಿದ್ಯಗ ನಮಗೆ ನಮಮ  ನ್ಯಯ ನತೆ,  ದೌಬಯಲ್ಯ ಗಳ 

ಅರಿವಾಗುತ್ು ದೆ. ಅವುಗಳನ್ನನ  ಸ್ರಿಪ್ಡಿಸಿಕೊಂಡು ಮುಂದೆ ಸಗಬೆೋಕು.  ಎದ್ಭರಾಗುವ ಸ್ಮಸ್ಯ ಗಳಿಂದ ಪ್ರಾಗಲು ಇಲೆ್ಸ್ಲೆ್ದ 

ನೆಪ್ ಹೆೋಳುತಾು  ಗುರಿಗೆ ತಿಲಾಂಜಲಿ ಇಡಬಾರದ್ಭ.ಇದರ ಬದಲಾಗಿ ಗುರಿ ಬದಲಿಸ್ದೆ,  ನಾವು ಮಾಡುವ ಕಾರ್ಯ ಮತುು  

ಕ್ಕೈಗಳುಳ ವ ಮಾಗಯಗಳನ್ನನ  ಬದಲಿಸ್ಬೆೋಕು. 

 

ಜಿೋವನದಲೆಿ  ಸ್ಮರ್ ಬಲು ಅಮೂಲ್ಯ .  ಇದ್ಭ ಯಾರಿಗೂ ಕಾಯುವುದಿಲೆ್ . ಕಳೆದ್ಭ ಹೋದ ಸ್ಮರ್ ಮತೆು  ಬರುವುದಿಲೆ್ .  

ಬದಲಾವಣೆಗೆ ಬೆೋಕ್ಷರುವುದ್ಭ ಮನಸುಸ ,  ಈ ಮನಸುಸ  ಇರುವುದ್ಭ ನಮಮ ಲೆಿ .  ಅದನ್ನನ  ಗಟ್ಟಟ ಗಳಿಸ್ಬೆೋಕ್ಷರುವುದ್ಭ ನಾವೋ. 

ಆದು ರಿಂದಲೆೋ ಹಿರಿರ್ರು ಹೆೋಳಿರುವುದ್ಭ, 'ಮನಸಿಸ ದು ರೆ ಮಾಗಯ,   ಒಳಿತಿಗೂ, ಕ್ಕಡುಕ್ಷಗೂ ಅದ್ಭವೋ ಮೂಲ್' ಎಂದ್ಭ. ಸಧನೆ 

ಎಂಬುದ್ಭ ಆಕಸಿಮ ಕವಲೆ್ .  ತಾಯ ಗ, ಕಠಿಣ್ ಪ್ರ ರ್ತ್ನ ,  ಪ್ರಿರ್ರ ಮದಿಂದಲೆೋ ಪ್ರ ತಿಫಲ್ ದರೆಯುತ್ು ದೆ.  ಜಗತಿು ನ ಮಹಾನ್ ಸಧಕರೆಲೆ್   

ಜಗತುು  ನಿದಿರ ಸುತಿು ರುವಾಗ ತಾವು ಕಂಡ ಕನಸು ನನಸು ಮಾಡುವ ಕಾರ್ಯದಲೆಿ  ತಡಗಿರುತಾು ರೆ. ಹಾಗೆಯೋ ಕಂಡ ಕನಸು ಒಂದ್ಭ 

ದಿನ  ನನಸಗುತ್ು ದೆ ಎಂಬ ದೃಢ ನಂಬಕ್ಕಯಿಂದ ಮುಂದ್ಭವರೆಯುತಾು ರೆ.  ಅಸ್ಮಾನಯ  ಸಧಕರೆಲೆ್  ಒಂದ್ಭ ಕಾಲ್ದಲೆಿ  

ಸಮಾನಯ  ವಯ ಕ್ಷು ಗಳೆೋ ಆಗಿದು ರು. 

 

 ಸವ ಮ್ಮ ವಿವೋಕಾನಂದರು ಹೆೋಳುವಂತೆ ‘ಸ್ಂಪೂಣ್ಯ ಜವಾಬಾು ರಿರ್ನ್ನನ  ನಿನನ  ಕ್ಕೈರ್ಲೆಿ  ತೆಗೆದ್ಭಕೊೋ.  ಏಕ್ಕಂದರೆ ನಿನನ  ಏಳಿಗೆಗೆ 

ನಿೋನೆೋ ಶಿಲಿಿ .  ನಿೋನ್ನ ರ್ರ್ಸ್ಸ ನ್ನನ  ಪ್ಡೆರ್ಲು ಬೆೋಕಾದ ರ್ಕ್ಷು  ಮತುು  ನೆರವು ನಿನನ ಲೆಿ  ಹುದ್ಭಗಿದೆ, ಪ್ರಿರ್ರ ಮ ಮೆಟ್ಟಟ ಲಿನಂತೆ, 

ಅದೃಷಟ  ಲಿಫ್ಟಟ  ನಂತೆ.  ಲಿಫ್ಟಟ (ಅದೃಷಟ ರ) ಕ್ಕೈ ಕೊಡಬಹುದ್ಭ.  ಆದರೆ ಪ್ರಿರ್ರ ಮ(ಮೆಟ್ಟಟ ಲು) ಎಂದಿಗೂ ಕ್ಕೈಕೊಡದ್ಭ.  ಇಂದಿನ 

ಯುವ ಪಿೋಳಿಗೆಯು ನಾನ್ನ ಹಿೋಗೆೋ ಇರಬೆೋಕು, ನಾನ್ನ ಮಾಡಿದ ಕ್ಕಲ್ಸ್ಕ್ಕಕ  ಇದೆೋ ಫಲಿತಾಂರ್ ದರೆರ್ಬೆೋಕು ಎಂಬ ಅತಿಯಾದ 

ನಿರಿೋಕಿ್ಕ ಗಳನ್ನನ  ಇಟುಟ ಕೊಂಡಿರುತಾು ರೆ.  ಆದರೆ ಹಂದ್ಯಣಿಕ್ಕಯೋ ಮಾರ್ವಾಗಿದೆ. ಮೌಲಾಯ ಧಾರಿತ್ ಬದ್ಭಕ್ಷಗಿಂತ್, ವಸುು  

ಆಧಾರಿತ್ ಬದ್ಭಕ್ಷನ ಬಗೆೆ  ವಾಯ ಮೋಹ ಆವರಿಸಿದೆ.  ಮನಸಿಸ ನಲೆಿ  ದಡಡ  ದಡಡ  ಗುರಿಗಳನ್ನನ  ಇಟುಟ ಕೊಂಡು ಆ ಕಡೆಗೆ ಹೆಜೆ  

ಹಾಕುತಾು ರೆ.  ಆದರೆ ಈ ನಿಟ್ಟಟ ನಲೆಿ  ಸಗುವಾಗ ಎದ್ಭರಾಗುವ ಸ್ಮಸ್ಯ ಗಳಿಂದ ಪ್ರಾಗಲು ಇಲೆ್ಸ್ಲೆ್ದ ನೆಪ್ ಹೆೋಳುತಾು  ಗುರಿಗೆ 

ತಿಲಾಂಜಲಿ ಇಡುತಾು ರೆ.  ಇದರ ಬದಲಾಗಿ ಗುರಿ ಬದಲಿಸ್ದೆ, ನಾವು ಮಾಡುವ ಕಾರ್ಯ ಮತುು  ಕ್ಕೈಗಳುಳ ವ ಮಾಗಯಗಳನ್ನನ  

ಬದಲಿಸ್ಬೆೋಕು.  ಪ್ರ ತಿಯೊಂದ್ಭ ವೈಫಲ್ಯ ಕ್ಕಕ  ಮತು ಬಬ ರತ್ು  ಬೊಟುಟ  ಮಾಡುವುದನ್ನನ  ಬಟುಟ  ಅನಯ ರ ಸಧನೆ, ಪ್ರ ತಿಭೆಗಳನ್ನನ  

ಗೌರವಿಸಿ, ನಮಮ  ಗುರಿಗಳನ್ನನ  ಈಡೆೋರಿಸುವತ್ು   ಗಮನಹರಿಸ್ಬೆೋಕು.  ʼಅದೃಷಟ ವು ನಮಮ ಂದಿಗೆ ಇಲೆ್ದಿದು ರೂ, ಪ್ರಿರ್ರ ಮವು 

ಅದೃಷಟ ವನ್ನನ  ನಮಮ ಲೆಿ ಗೆ ತ್ರುತ್ು ದೆ’ಎಂಬ ಮಾತು ಸ್ತ್ಯ .  ಬುದಿಿವಂತಿಕ್ಕಯಿಂದ ಬಾಳನ್ನನ  ಸ್ರಿಯಾಗಿ ರೂಪಿಸಿಕೊಳ್ಳ ೋಣ್. 

ಉನ್ನ ತಿ ಗೌಡ 

                                                         ೯ 'ಸಿ'       
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ವಿದ್ಯಯ ರ್ಥಿ ಜೋವನ್ದಲಿ್ಲ  ಶಿಸಿತ ನ್ ಮಹತ್ವ  

 

ನಮಮ  ನಡೆ-ನ್ನಡಿ ಸ್ರಿಯಾದ ರಿೋತಿರ್ಲೆಿರುವುದ್ಭ,ಯಾವುದೆೋ ಕ್ಕಲ್ಸ್ವನ್ನನ  ನಿೋಡಿರುವ ಸ್ಮರ್ದಲೆಿ  ಪೂಣ್ಯಗಳಿಸುವುದ್ಭ 

ಮತುು  ಸ್ರಿಯಾದ ರಿೋತಿರ್ಲೆಿ  ತ್ಪಿಿ ಲೆ್ದಂತೆ ಮಾಡುವುದೆೋ ಶಿಸುು .  ಶಿಸ್ು ನ್ನನ  ಪ್ರಿಪ್ಲಿಸುವ ವಿದ್ಯಯ ಥಿಯಯು ಜಿೋವನದಲೆಿ  

ರ್ರ್ಸ್ಸ ನ್ನನ  ಗಳಿಸುತಾು ನೆ.  ಒಬಬ  ರ್ರ್ಸಿವ  ವಯ ಕ್ಷು ರ್ ಚರಿತೆರ ರ್ನ್ನನ  ಓದಿದ್ಯಗ ಅವರ ಜಿೋವನದಲೆಿ  ಶಿಸಿು ನ ಮಹತ್ವ  ತಿಳಿಯುತ್ು ದೆ.  
ಉದ್ಯಹರಣೆಗೆ ಮಹಾತ್ಮ  ಗಾಂಧಿರ್ವರ ಸ್ತ್ಯ ದಂದಿಗೆ ನನನ  ಪ್ರ ಯೊೋಗಗಳು ಅರ್ವಾ ಸ್ತಾಯ ನೆವ ೋಷಣೆ ಇಂದಿಗೂ ಅನೆೋಕ 
ತ್ರಗತಿಗಳಿಗೆ ಪ್ಠಯ ಪುಸ್ು ಕವಾಗಿದೆ.  ಅದ್ಭ ವಿದ್ಯಯ ಥಿಯಗಳಿಗೆ ಶಿಸಿು ನ ಪ್ರ ಮುಖ್ಯ ತೆರ್ನ್ನನ  ತಿಳಿಸುತ್ು ದೆ.  ಹಾಗೆಯೋ ಅಬುು ಲ್ 

ಕಲಾಂ ಅವರ ‘ವಿಂಗ್ಸಸ  ಆಫ್ಟ ಫೈರ್ರ್’ ಮತುು  ಆರು ಬಾರಿ ಮಹಿಳಾ ವಿರ್ವ  ಚಂಪಿರ್ನ್ ಹಾಗೂ 2012 ಒಲ್ಂಪಿಕ್ ಪ್ದಕ 

ವಿಜೋತೆ ಬಾಕಸ ರ್ ಮೆೋರಿ ಕೊೋಮ್ ಅವರ ‘ಅನ್ ಬೆರ ೋಕಬಲ್‘ ನಂತ್ಹ  ಆತ್ಮ  ಚರಿತೆರ  ಪುಸ್ು ಕಗಳು ವಿದ್ಯಯ ಥಿಯಗಳಿಗೆ ಸಿ್ಪ ತಿಯರ್ನ್ನನ  

ನಿೋಡುತ್ು ವ.  ಭ್ವಿಷಯ ದಲೆಿ  ಉನನ ತ್ ಸಥ ನಕ್ಕಕ  ಏರಲು ವಿದ್ಯಯ ಥಿಯ ಜಿೋವನದಲೆಿ  ಶಿಸ್ು ನ್ನನ  ಅಳವಡಿಸಿಕೊಂಡಿರಬೆೋಕು ಎಂದ್ಭ 

ತಿಳಿಸುತ್ು ದೆ.  ಶಾಲೆರ್ಲೆಿ  ಶಿಕ್ಷಕರು ನಿೋಡುವ ಗೃಹಪ್ಠವನ್ನನ  ಪೂಣ್ಯಗಳಿಸುವುದ್ಭ, ಸ್ಹಪ್ಠಿಗಳ್ಂದಿಗೆ ಉತ್ು ಮ 

ಬಾಂಧವಯ ವನ್ನನ  ಹಂದಿರುವುದ್ಭ,  ಶಾಲೆಗೆ ಸ್ರಿಯಾದ ಸ್ಮರ್ಕ್ಕಕ  ಬರುವುದ್ಭ, ತ್ಂದೆ- ತಾಯಿ, ಗುರು- ಹಿರಿರ್ರಿಗೆ ಗೌರವ 

ನಿೋಡುವುದ್ಭ ಇವಲೆ್ವೂ ಶಿಸಿು ನ ಒಂದ್ಭ ಭಾಗವಾಗಿದೆ.  ಶಿಸಿು ನಿಂದ ನಡೆಯುವ ವಿದ್ಯಯ ಥಿಯಗಳು ಖ್ಂಡಿತ್ವಾಗಲೂ ತ್ಮಮ  ಗುರಿ 

ಮುಟ್ಟಟ  ಪ್ರ ಗತಿ ಕಾಣುವರು. ಇದರಿಂದ ದೆೋರ್ದ ಪ್ರ ಗತಿಯೂ ಸಧಯ ವಾಗುತ್ು ದೆ. 

ರಮ್ಯಯ .ಜ  

 ೯ ‘ಡಿ’ 

ನ್ನಾನ ಸೆ 
ನನಾನ ಸ್ ಪ್ಕಿ್ಷಯಾಗಲು   

ವಿಶಾಲ್ ಆಕಾರ್ದಲೆಿ  ಹಾರಲು  

ಜಗವನೆನ ಲೆಾ  ನೋಡಲು  

ಸ್ವ ತ್ಂತ್ರ ವಾಗಿ ಬದ್ಭಕಲು 

ನಾನ್ನ ಪ್ಕಿ್ಷಯಾಗುವನ್ನ. 

 

 ನನಾನ ಸ್ ಪ್ಕಿ್ಷಯಾಗಲು 

 ಬಣ್ಣ  ಬಣ್ಣ ದಿಂದ ಕ್ಸಡಿರಲು 

 ಸುಂದರವಾಗಿ ಕಾಣ್ಲು  

 ಜನಮನವನ್ನನ  ಗೆಲೆ್ಲು 

 ನಾನ್ನ ಪ್ಕಿ್ಷಯಾಗುವನ್ನ. 

 

 ನನಾನ ಸ್ ಪ್ಕಿ್ಷಯಾಗಲು 

 ನವಿಲಿನಂತೆ ಕುಣಿರ್ಲು  

 ಕೊೋಗಿಲೆರ್ಂತೆ ಹಾಡಲು  

 ಸ್ವ ೋಚೆೆಯಿಂದ ಜಿೋವಿಸ್ಲು  

 ನಾನ್ನ ಪ್ಕಿ್ಷಯಾಗುವನ್ನ. 

                                   

ನೆೈನಿಕ ಆನ್ಂದ್— ೬ ‘ಡಿ’ 
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ಹೂದೋಟದಲಿ್ಲ  ಚ್ಚಟೆ್ಟ  

 

ನಮಮ  ಮನೆರ್ ಹೂದೋಟದಲೆಿ  ಬಣ್ಣ  ಬಣ್ಣ ದ ಹೂಗಳು ಅರಳಿ ನಿಂತಾಗ ನೋಡಲು  ಬಲು ಖುಷಿಯೊೋ ಖುಷಿ. ಹೂವಿನ 

ಮಕರಂದವನ್ನನ  ಹಿೋರಲು ಬಣ್ಣ  ಬಣ್ಣ ದ ಚಿಟ್ಟಟ ಗಳು ಬರುತ್ು ವ.  ನನಗೆ ಅವುಗಳನ್ನನ  ನೋಡಲು ತುಂಬಾ ಇಷಟ .  ಅವು 

ಹೂವಿನ ಮೆೋಲೆ ಕುಳಿತಾಗ ಪ್ರಾಗಸಿ್ ರ್ಯಕ್ಕಕ  ಸ್ಹಾರ್ವಾಗುತ್ು ದೆ ಎಂದ್ಭ ನಾನ್ನ ಶಾಲೆರ್ಲೆಿ  ಕಲಿತೆನ್ನ. ಪ್ರ ತಿದಿನ ನಾನ್ನ 

ಹೂವಿನ ಗಿಡಗಳಿಗೆ ನಿೋರು ಹಾಕ್ಷ,ಅವುಗಳ ಆರೆೈಕ್ಕ ಮಾಡುವನ್ನ.  ಅರಳಿರುವ ಹೂಗಳು, ಹಾರಾಡುವ ಚಿಟ್ಟಟ ಗಳನ್ನನ  

ನೋಡುವುದೆೋ ಕಣಿಣ ಗೆ ಹಬಬ . 

                                                                         ಚ್ಚನಿ್ ಯಿ.ಪಿ                                                                                          

             ೭  ‘ಎ’ 

ಕಾರ್ಟಿನ್ ಕಾಯಿಕರ ಮಗಳು ಮಕಕ ಳಿಗೆ ಮ್ಯತ್ರ  ಸಿೋಮಿತ್ವಲಿ  

 

ಕಾರ್ಟಯನ್ ಕಾರ್ಯಕರ ಮಗಳು ಮಕಕ ಳಿಗೆ ಮಾತ್ರ  ಸಿೋಮ್ಮತ್ವಲೆ್  ಎಂಬ ಮಾತ್ನ್ನನ  ನಾನ್ನ ಒಪಿು ತೆು ೋನೆ.  ಏಕ್ಕಂದರೆ 

ವಾಸ್ು ವವಾಗಿ ವರ್ಸ್ಕ ರೂ ಕಾರ್ಟಯನ್ ಕಾರ್ಯಕರ ಮಗಳನ್ನನ  ನೋಡುತಾು ರೆ.  ಇದರಿಂದ ಅವರಿಗೆ ಹಲ್ವಾರು 

ಪ್ರ ಯೊೋಜನಗಳಿವ.  ಕಾರ್ಟಯನ್ ಕಾರ್ಯಕರ ಮವು ನಗುವಿನ ಮೂಲ್ವಾಗಿದೆ.  ನಗುವಿನಿಂದ 

ಆರೋಗಯ ವೃದಿಿಯಾಗುತ್ು ದೆ. ಈ ಕಾರ್ಯಕರ ಮವು ಅತುಯ ತ್ು ಮ ಒತ್ು ಡ ನಿವಾರಕವೂ ಹೌದ್ಭ.  ನಮಮ  ಮೆದ್ಭಳಿನ ಮೆೋಲೆ 

ಒಳೆಳ ರ್ ಪ್ರಿರ್ಣಮ ಬೋರುತ್ು ದೆ.  ಆನಂದವನ್ನನ  ನಿೋಡುತ್ು ದೆ.ಆದು ರಿಂದ ಕಾರ್ಟಯನ್ ಕಾರ್ಯಕರ ಮಗಳನ್ನನ  ಎಲೆ್ರೂ 

ನೋಡಬಹುದ್ಭ. 

                                                                                                                 ಸಾಕ್ಷ್ಮ  ಖುರಾನ್ ——೭ ‘ಡಿ’ 
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                                                                     ಸ್ಂಸ್ಕ ೃತಿ ಇಲಿದ ಬದುಕು ವಯ ರ್ಿ 

 

‘ಸ್ಂಸ್ಕ ೃತಿ’ ಎಂಬುದ್ಭ ಒಂದ್ಭ ಜನಾಂಗ ಅರ್ವಾ ಸ್ಮುದ್ಯರ್ದ ಜಿೋವನ ವಿಧಾನ, ನಂಬಕ್ಕಗಳು, ಸ್ಂಪ್ರ ದ್ಯರ್ಗಳು ಮತುು  

ಮೌಲ್ಯ ಗಳನ್ನನ  ಒಳಗಂಡಿರುತ್ು ದೆ.  ನಾವು ಉತ್ು ಮ ಸ್ಂಸ್ಕ ೃತಿರ್ನ್ನನ  ಜಿೋವನದಲೆಿ  ಅಳವಡಿಸಿಕೊಂಡಿರಬೆೋಕು. 

 

ಸ್ಂಸ್ಕ ೃತಿಯಿಲೆ್ದ ಬದ್ಭಕು ವಯ ರ್ಯ.  ಏಕ್ಕಂದರೆ ಸ್ಂಸ್ಕ ೃತಿ ನಮಮ  ಜಿೋವನದ ಎಲೆಾ  ಅಂರ್ಗಳನ್ನನ  ಒಳಗಂಡಿರುತ್ು ದೆ. ಅವು 

ನಮಮ  ಭಾಷೆ, ಆಹಾರ, ಉಡುಗೆ -ತಡುಗೆ, ಧಮಯ, ಸ್ಂಗಿೋತ್, ನೃತ್ಯ , ಕಲೆ ಮತುು  ಸಹಿತ್ಯ ವನ್ನನ  ಮುಂತಾದವು. ಸ್ಂಸ್ಕ ೃತಿಯು 

ನಮಗೆ ಉತ್ು ಮ ನಡವಳಿಕ್ಕರ್ನ್ಯನ , ನಾವು ಇತ್ರರಂದಿಗೆ ಹೆೋಗೆ ನಡೆದ್ಭಕೊಳಳ ಬೆೋಕು ಎಂಬುದನ್ಯನ ,  ನಮಮ  ಜಿೋವನದ 

ಉದೆು ೋರ್ವನ್ಯನ  ತಿಳಿಸುತ್ು ದೆ. 

ಭಾರತ್ದಲೆಿ  ಹಬಬ ಗಳು ಮತುು  ಆಚರಣೆಗಳು ಜನರಿಗೆ ತ್ಮಮ  ಸ್ಂಸ್ಕ ೃತಿಯೊಂದಿಗೆ ಸ್ಂಪ್ಕಯ ಹಂದಲು ಸ್ಹಾರ್ ಮಾಡುತ್ು ದೆ.  

ಜನರನ್ನನ  ಸ್ರಿದ್ಯರಿರ್ಲೆಿ  ನಡೆಸುತ್ು ದೆ.  ಹಿೋಗಾಗಿ ಸ್ಂಸ್ಕ ೃತಿಯು ನಮಮ  ಜಿೋವನದ ಅವಿಭಾಜಯ  ಅಂಗವಾಗಿದೆ.  ಸ್ಂಸ್ಕ ೃತಿ ಇಲೆ್ದ 

ಬದ್ಭಕು ವಯ ರ್ಯ ಎಂಬ ಮಾತು ಸ್ತ್ಯ . 

                                                                                                                                                     ಗಣೆೋಶ್ ಮನೋಮಯ್.ಪಿ— ೭ ‘ಸಿ’ 

ದೋಶದ ರಕ್ಷಕ- ಸೆೈನಿಕ 

 

ಯೊೋಧನೆಂದರೆ ಸ್ೈನಿಕ  

ಅವನೆೋ ದೆೋರ್ದ ರಕ್ಷಕ  

 

ಇವನಿಲೆ್ದೆ ನಮಮ  ದೆೋರ್  

ಪ್ರ ಣ್ವಿಲೆ್ದ ಬರಿೋ ದೆೋಹ 

 

ಇವನೆೋ ನಮಗೆ ರ್ಕ್ಷು  

 ಇವನೆಂದರೆ ನಮಗೆ ಭ್ಕ್ಷು   

 

ಕಾಯುವನ್ನ ಗಡಿ ರಾತಿರ  ಹಗಲು 

ದೆೋರ್ಕ್ಕಕ  ಇವನೆೋ ಬೆಂಗಾವಲು  

 

ಇವನಿಲೆ್ದೆ ಬದ್ಭಕು ಭಾರ ಂತಿ  

ಇವನಿಂದಲೆೋ ದೆೋರ್ಕ್ಕಕ  ಶಾಂತಿ. 

 

ಇಶಿತಾ .ಎನ್  

 ೫ ʼಸಿʼ                     

 

 

                                                 ರೈತ್ 

ರೆೈತ್ ಬೆಳೆಯುತಾು ನೆ ದವಸ್ - ಧಾನಯ   

ತ್ನನ  ದ್ಭಡಿಮೆಯಿಂದಲೆೋ ಅವನ್ನ ಧನಯ  

ದೆೋವರ ಕ್ಕಲ್ಸ್ ಭೂಮ್ಮರ್ಲೆಿ  ಮಾಡುತಾು ನೆ 

ನಮಮ  ಹಟ್ಟಟ ಗಾಗಿ ಕಷಟ ಪ್ಡುತಾು ನೆ. 

 

ರೆೈತ್ನಿಲೆ್ದ ನಾಡು  

ದೆೋವರಿಲೆ್ದ ಗುಡಿರ್ಂತೆ  

ರೆೈತ್ನೆೋ ದೆೋರ್ದ ಬೆನೆನ ಲುಬು  

ಅವನಿಂದಲೆೋ ಜನರ ಬದ್ಭಕು. 

 

ಆಜ್ಞಾ  ಡಿಸಿೆ  

 ೪ ‘ ಡಿ ‘ 

‘ಜೈ ಜವಾನ್ ಜೈ ಕ್ಷ್ಸಾನ್’ 
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             ಧೋನಿ 

 

ಧೋನಿ ನಿೋ  

ಭಾರತ್ದ ಗೆರ ೋಟ್ ಕಹಾನಿ! 

 

ನಿೋನ್ನ ರನ್ ಫ್ಯಯ ಕಟ ರಿ  

ನಿೋನಿದು ರೆ ಗಾಯ ರಂಟ್ಟ ವಿಕಟ ರಿ  

ನಿೋನ್ನ ತುಂಬಾ ಪ್ವರ್ಫಯಲ್  

ನಿನನ  ಆಟ ವಂಡರ್ಫಯಲ್ 

 

ನಿನಗೆ ಯಾರೂ ಸ್ಮರಿಲೆ್   

ನಿನನ ಂರ್ ಕಾಯ ಪ್ಟ ನ್ ಇನನ ಬಬ ನಿಲೆ್   

ನಿೋನ್ನ ತುಂಬಾ ಕ್ಸಲ್  

ಅದೆೋ ನಿನನ  ರ್ಟಲ್  

 

ಕಣ್ಣ ಲೆಿ  ಕಾಂಫಿಡೆನ್ನಸ  

ಎದ್ಭರಿರೋರಿಗೆ ಇಲೆ್  ಚನ್ನಸ   

ವಲ್ಡ ಯ ತುಂಬಾ ನಿನನ  ಫ್ಯಯ ನ್ನಸ   

ನಿನನ  ಆಟವೋ ಒಂದ್ಭ ಡ್ಯಯ ನ್ನಸ  

 

ಹೆಲಿಕಾಫಟ ರ್ ಷಾಟ್  

ಕಂಡು ಹಿಡಿದೆ  

ವಲ್ಡ ಯ ಕಪ್ ಟ್ರ ೋಫಿ 

ಹಿಡಿದ್ಭ ಮೆರೆದೆ  

 

ಸಿ ಎಸ್  ಕ್ಕ ಕ್ಷಂಗ್ಸ ನಿೋನ್ನ 

ನನನ  ಹಾಟ್ಟಯನ ಬೋಟು ನಿೋನ್ನ 

ಕಲಿಯುವ ನಿನಿನ ಂದ ಲಿೋಡರ್ ಷಿಪ್  

ನಾ ಗೆಲೆುವ ಚಂಪಿರ್ನ್ ಷಿಪ್ ! 

 

ಇರಲಿ ನ್ಯರು ಸಟ ರ್ 

ನಿೋ ನನನ  ಸ್ಪಪ್ರ್ ಸಟ ರ್ 

 

                                                                                    ಆಯುಷಿ್ಮ ನ್.ವಿ  

                                                   ೫ʼಬಿ’ 
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Visveswarya Industrial and Technological Museum Bangalore had organised a 

quiz competition. A team of two Prateet 9B and Shubir Singh 10C participated in 

the quiz. The Duo reached the semifinal through the qualifying rounds. 

'Design thinking' refers to the collection of practices and mindsets that enables creative, collaborative       
problem-solving across domains.  

 Students are able to : Define the problem, create and consider multiple options, refine selected directions, 
and execute the best  OUTPUT. 

SHUBIR SINGH 
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